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Aims of the Course: 
  
 
*To provide a thorough introductory course in basic Pashto with the accent on practical 
spoken Pashto, coverage of grammar, familiarity with Pashto pronunciation, and essential 
vocabulary.  
 
*Ability to communicate within a range of situations and to handle simple survival situations 
(e.g. finding lodging, food, transportation etc.)  
 
*Ability to read the simple Pashto texts dealing with a variety of social and basic needs.   
 
 
In addition to author’s own command and expertise, a number of sources (books, both 
published and unpublished, journals, websites, etc.) have been consulted while preparing this 
material.  
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Copy Right: 
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of the material as a book in the future. Please contact the author for more information. 
(Email: mdazami@yahoo.co.uk ) 
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I. Pashto Alphabet 
There are forty-five characters in the Pashto version of the Arabic alphabet. The standard 
order is as follows. 
 
Pashto Symbol Letter Name   Roman symbol  
  ِ◌ /ۀ          hamza a 
ﺁ Alif (mad aa) /aa/ (ả) 
ﺍ Alif /a/ in the beginning /aa/ (ả) in the middle or end  
ﺏ Bay /b/ 
پ  Pay 
/p/ 
ﺕ  Tay 
/t/ 
ټ  Tay 
/t/ (ţ) 
ﺙ  Say 
/s/ 
ﺝ  Jim 
/j/ 
چ  Chay 
č /ch/ 
ﺡ  Hay 
/h/ 
ﺥ  Khay 
/kh/ 
ځ  tzay 
/tz/ (x Ĵ) 
څ  Tsay 
/ts/ (c) 
ﺩ  Daal 
/d/ 
ډ  Daal 
/d/ 
ﺫ  Zaal 
 
/z/ 
ﺭ  Ray 
 
/r/ 
ړ  Ray 
 
/r/ (ŗ) 
ﺯ  Zay 
 
/z/ 
ژ  Zhay 
 
/zh/ 
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ږ       Żhay / ghay  / żh / g / (ż)  
ﺱ  Sin 
 
/s/ 
ﺵ  Shin 
 
/sh/ 
ښ  Šhin/ Khin/ xin  
 
/ Šh/ 
ﺹ  Swaad  
 
/s/ (ş) 
ﺽ  dzwat 
 
/z/ (d) 
ﻁ  Tway 
 
/t/ 
ﻅ  Zway 
 
/z/ 
ﻉ  Ain 
 
/a’/ 
ﻍ  Ghain 
 
/gh/ 
ﻑ  Fay 
 
/f/ 
ﻕ  qaaf 
 
/q/ 
ک  kaaf 
 
/k/ 
ګ  gaaf 
 
/g/ 
ﻝ  Laam 
 
/l/ 
ﻡ  Mim 
 
/m/ 
ﻥ  Nun 
 
/n/ 
ڼ  Ņun    
 
/Ņ/ 
ﻭ  wao 
/w/ as consonant  
/o/ or /u/ as vowel 
ﻩ hay /h/ 
ی yay /ay/, always used at the end 
ﻱ yay /y/, as consonant /i/, as vowel 
ې yay /e/, used in the middle and at the end only 
ۍ yay / αy/ (ai), used at the end of words only (for feminine)  
ﺉ yay /αy/ (ai), used at the end of words only (for imperative) 
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A. Pashto Sounds Similar to English 
  Pashto    English       
ﺏ b 
پ p 
ﺝ j 
چ ch 
 ﺯ z  
ژ  zh/sio 
 ﺱ s 
ﺵ  sh 
ک  k 
گ  g 
 ﻡ m 
ﻥ  n 
ﻭ  w 
ﻩ  h 
 ﻱ y/i  
B. Pashto Sounds Different from English 
1. /ځ/ /tz/    
The sound of ځ/ /  is a compound of /tz/. However, some native speakers 
proununciate it like English ‘z’.  
 
2. /څ/  /ts/     
The sound of /څ /  is also a mixed composed of /ts/, nonetheless, some native 
speakers say it straight away like English ‘s’. 
 
3. /ﺥ/ /kh/    
The sound of /ﺥ/ is produced deeply in the throat such as when clearing one’s 
throat. 
 
4. /ﺭ / /r/    
In the case of English /r/, the tongue is almost suspended in the middle of the mouth, 
but for Pashto /ﺭ /, the tip of the tongue touches the front of the mouth and very 
quickly rattles for more than one times.  
 
5.  /ړ/  /r/     
In order to produce the sound of  /ړ /  , the whole tongue curls back and then 
quickly flaps down. 
 
6. /ښ/  / sh or kh /    
In order to produce the sound of ښ// , one needs to touch the back of tongue with the 
uvula and let the air out in order to create a hissing sound. However, in western 
(Kandahari) dialect, this sound is straight away produced in the fashion of /sh/. 
 
7. /ﻍ/ /gh/     
The location of  /ﻍ/is almost the same as the ﺥ// , but it is more inclined towards 
the sound of /g/ while the latter tends towards /k/. 
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8. /ڼ/  /nr/    
The sound of  /ڼ /  is rather a mixture of retroflex /n/ and retroflex /r/. It never 
comes in the beginning of a word. 
C. Two letters pronounced differently in major Pashto dialects: 
There are three major Pashto dialects. The division is based on the pronunciation of 
two letters in the Pashto alphabet. 
 
Western (Kandahari)  Central (Kabul)        Eastern (Nangarhari/Peshawari) 
ږ   (żhay / ghay) retroflex          g                  g 
 
ښ   (Šhin/xin/khin) retroflex        x                     kh 
D. Arabic Letters/ Sounds in Pashto 
The following seven letters/sounds are Arabic and became part of Pashto when 
Pashtoons accepted Islam as their religion. 
 
 Arabic        English  Examples 
1. /ﺡ/   /h/   ﺡﺎﮑﻧ ،ﻪﻤﮑﺤﻣ ،ﺖﻣﻮﮑﺣ 
2. /ﺹ/    /s/   ﺺﻗﺭ ،ﺮﺼﺑ ،ﺮﺒﺻ 
3. /ﺽ/    /z/ /d/    ،ﺏﺮﺿﺽﺮﻣ ،ﺮﻤﻀﻣ  
3. /ﻁ/    /t/   ﻁﺎﻴﺧ ،ﺐﻠﻄﻣ ،ﺐﻠﻃ 
4. /ﻅ/   /z/   ﻅﺮﻃ ،ﻡﻮﻠﻈﻣ ،ﻑﺮﻇ 
5. /ﻉ/   /a/   ﻉﺎﺘﻣ ،ﻢﻠﻌﻣ ،ﺏﺮﻋ 
6. /ﻑ/   /f/   ﻑﺎﻌﻣ ،ﺮﻔﮐ ،ﻩﺍﺮﻓ 
7. /ﻕ/   /k/ /q/   ﻖﻓﺍﻮﺗ ،ﻒﻗﻭ ،ﺲﻔﻗ 
 
II. Greetings and Introductions:  
A. English Texts: 
1. Talking about oneself and others. 
 Jamal: Good morning! 
 Naeem: Good morning! 
 Jamal: Who are you? 
 Naeem: I am Naeem. Who are you? 
 Jamal: I am Jamal. Pleased to meet you. 
 Naeem: Pleased to meet you too.  
 Jamal: Where are you from, Naeem? 
 Naeem: I am from Kabul. Where are you from? 
 Jamal: I am from Kandahar.  
  
2. Identifying photographs / introducing others. 
 Maryam: Who is this? 
 Akbar: This is engineer John Miller. He is American. 
 Maryam: And this lady? Who is she? 
 Akbar: This is doctor Sarah Shaw. She is French. 
 Parvin: And this man?  Who is he? 
 Akbar: This is Lieutenant Sher Khan. He is Afghan. 
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B. Pashto Texts 
1. Talking about oneself and others 
   Jamal: salảm alaikom. 
   Naeem:  walaikom salảm. 
   Jamal: taase tsok yảst? 
   Naeem:  za naeem yam. tảse tsok yảst? 
   Jamal: za jamal yam. khwash yam che tảse gorum. 
   Naeem:  za ham der khwash yam. 
   Jamal: naeem, tảse d’ kum dzay yảst? 
   Naeem:  za d’ kảbal yam. tảse d’ kum dzay yảst? 
   Jamal: za d’ kandahảr yam. 
 
2. Identifying photographs / introducing others 
Maryam:  dả tsok dai? 
Akbar: dả engineer john miller dai. day angrez dai. 
Maryam:  ao dả merman? dả tsok da?  
Akbar: daa doctor sarah Shaw da. daa amrikaayi da. 
Maryam:  ao daa shaaghalay? daa tsok dai? 
Akbar: daa bridman sher khan dai. dai afghaan dai. 
III. Grammar and Vocabulary 
A. Greetings 
 Two greetings are used in Pashto, both are borrowed from Arabic. 
salảm alaikom! / assalaảm alaikum!         Peace be with you! 
 
The latter is more formal.  They are used at any time of the day and so correspond to:  
hello!; good morning!; good afternoon!; good evening! 
 
The response is: 
walaikom salảm! / wa’alaikom assalảm!    And peace be with you! 
B. Personal Pronouns 
The personal pronouns in our texts are: 
za   I 
tảse  you 
dai  he 
dả/daa  she 
C. The Verb to be 
The forms of the verb to be which occurred in our first text are: 
za yam  I am 
tảse yảst  you are 
dai dai  he is 
dả  da  she is 
D. Demonstrative Pronoun this 
The demonstrative pronoun this is the same as the feminine 3rd person pronoun. 
dả husain dai. This is Husain. 
dả jamila da. This  is Jamila. 
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dả can also be used in conjunction with a noun: dả shảghalay (this gentleman); dả 
merman  (this lady). 
  
E. Possessive Pronoun 
The 1st person singular possessive pronoun my is zmả. 
 
F. Interrogative Pronouns who? which? 
The interrogative who is tsok and the interrogative which kum. 
tảse tsok yảst? Who are you? 
tảse d’ kum dzay yảst? You-from-which-place-are? Where are you from? 
G. Word Order in Statements and Questions 
The normal word order in statements in Pashto is: 
Subject          :          Object           :     Verb  or 
Subject          :          Complement     :     Verb  
 
za Jamal yam. I-Jamal-am. I am Ahmad. 
tảse d’ kandahar yaast. You- from-Kandahar-are. You are from Kabul.  
  
Questions in Pashto are marked by interrogative (question words) or intonation. 
There is no change in word order. 
tảse d’ kảbal yảst? You-from-Kabul-are? Are you from Kabul? 
tảse tsok yảst? You-who-are? Who are you? 
tảse d’ kum dzay yảst? You-from-what-place-are? Where are you from? 
H. Phrases 
Note: these two expressions will be analysed in due course. 
khwash yam che tảse winam.  (I am) pleased to meet you.  
landan  t’  pa khair raghlảst.  London-to welcome!Welcome to London! 
I. Vocabulary and Sentences 
Country (Pashto Equivalent)  Nationality noun/adj 
Afghanistan afghanistản   afghản  
America amrikả    amrikảyi 
Britain  bartảnia    bartảnaway 
England inglistản    angrez / inglis 
Iran  irản    irảnay 
Pakistan pakistản    pakistảnay 
Germany Germani    germanay 
Russia               roosia/roos   roosay 
 
J. Other Vocabulary 
d’  preposition:  from, of   
kum  question word:  which? 
dzay  place.Note: d’ kum dzay? from which place, from where? 
shảghalay  gentleman, Mr. 
shadza/ khadza wife, (woman) 
merman  lady, Mrs. 
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Text (English)  
t.3 a. Where is Doctor Brown from? 
 b. He is from London. 
 a. Where is engineer Smith from? 
 b. She is from Scotland. 
 a. Lieutenant Osman and Major Rameshni, where are they from? 
 b. They are from Teheran. 
 a. Ali and Farid, where are you from? 
 b. We are from Kabul. 
 
Text (Pashto) 
t.3 a. Doctor brown d’ kum dzay day? 
   b.  day d’ landan day. 
  a.  Engineer smit d’ kum dzay da? 
  b.  dả d’ scotland da. 
  a.  bridman usmaan ao jagran rameshni d’ kum dzay di? 
  b.  dui d’ tehrản di. 
  a.  ali ao farid, tảse d’ kum dzay yảst?  
  b.  muzh d’ kảbal yu. 
K. Personal Pronouns 
The personal pronouns in the plural are: 
muzh  we  
tảse  you 
dui  they 
 
Note: There is no gender distinction in the 3rd person plural: dui can refer to both 
men and women.  Further, the 2nd person plural tảse seems to be the same as the 
2nd person singular you that we had in text 1.  This is because the singular you is 
only used by speakers who are on intimate terms with each other.  In all other 
cases, the plural form will be used with singular reference.  Foreign learners will 
have little occasion to use the singular form, though it is listed here in brackets for 
the sake of completion. 
L. The Verb to be 
 The full paradigm of the verb to be in the present tense is as follows: 
 za yam I am  
 (ta ye) you(singular) are 
 day day he is 
 dả da she is 
 muzh yu we are 
 tảse yảst you(plural) are 
 dui di they are     
 
Texts (English) 
   t.1 a. What’s your name, please? 
 b. My name is Palwasha. That is a Pashto name. My husband is Afghan, but I 
am from Scotland. 
 a. Ah, you are married!  That’s good!  Do you have children as well? 
 b. Yes, I have a daughter. She is called Breshna. 
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t.2 a. So what’s her name? 
 b. Her name is Palwasha. That’s a Pashtu name. Her husband is Afghan but 
she is from Scotland. 
 a. Oh, she’s married!  That’s good! Does she have any children? 
 b. Yes, she has a daughter. Her name is Breshna. 
 
t.3 a. Hassan, are you married? 
 b. Yes I am. I have a son called Akbar and a daughter called Parwin. 
 
t.4 Ali: Are you English or American? 
  Susie: I am English. And you? 
  Ali:   I am Iranian. Are you from London? 
  Susie:  No, I am from Manchester. 
  Pierre: Are you here on holiday? 
  Susie: No, I am a student here. 
 
t.5 a.  Ahmad is from Afghanistan, isn’t he? 
  b.  Yes, he’s Afghan. 
  a.  And Farid?  Is he also Afghan? 
  b.  No, he’s not Afghan. He is from Pakistan. 
 
Texts (Pashto)  
t.1 a. stảse num tsa day? 
  b. zmả num palwasha day. dả d’ pashto num day.  zmả meŗa afghản day, 
kho za d’ scotland yam. 
  a. Šha, tảse wảda sawe yảst.  der Šha!  tảse kuchnian ham larai? 
  b. ho, za yawa lur laram.  d’ haghe num breshnả day. 
 
t.2  a. no, d’ haghe num tsa day? 
  b.  d’ haghe num palwasha day.  dả d’ pashto num day. d’ haghe meŗa 
afghản day.  kho hagha d’ scotland da. 
 a.  sha, hagha wảda sawe da!  der sha!  hagha kuchnyản lari? 
  b.  ho, hagha yawa lur lari.  d’ haghe num breshnả day. 
 
t.3 a. hasana, tảse wảda sawi yảst? 
  b. ho wada sawe yam.  za yao zway laram. d’ hagha num akbar day.  za 
yawa lur ham laram.  D’ haghe num parwin day. 
 
t.4 Ali: tảse amrikaayi yảst ka angreza? 
  Susie: za angreza yam.  ao tảse? 
  Ali: za irảnay yam.  tảse d’ landan yảst? 
  Susie:  naa, za d’ manchester yam. 
  Ali: tảse dalta pa rukhsat yaast? 
  Susie: naa, za dalta zda kawunke  yam. 
 
t.5 a. ahmad d’ afghanistan day, ka tsanga? 
   b. ho, hagha afghản day. 
   a. ao farid?  hagha ham afghản day? 
 b. naa, hagha afghản na day.  hagha d’ pakistản day. 
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M. Interrogative pronoun what? 
  The interrogative pronoun what? is tsa.  Thus: 
  stảse num tsa day?  What’s your name? 
 
tsa invites identification, whereas kum which? invites selection:  which one of?  
In English the distinction is not so clear cut.  We can say:  which food do you 
prefer? Or:  what food do you prefer? 
N. Personal pronouns 
  Alternative forms for the 3rd person singular pronouns are: 
    hagha  he 
 hagha    she 
 
The forms we had previously, namely day and dả, refer to somebody who is 
nearby:  he, she:  this person here.  hagha, on the other hand, refers to 
somebody who is remote:  that person.  Compare the English questions:  who is 
this?, who is that?  We would use the former in the presence of the person 
referred to, the latter after the person has left the room.    
O. Possessive pronouns  
 The possessive pronouns in Pashtu are: 
 zmả    my 
 d’ hagha    his 
 d’ haghe    her 
 stảse    your 
 
The 3rd person singular is formed with the preposition:  d’ of and the 
prepositionale case of the pronoun.  Thus: 
d’ hagha num   *name of him, his name 
d’ haghe num   *name of her, her name 
With the masculine the prepositional case is the same as the subject, with the 
feminine it has a different form. 
P. The verb to have 
 The forms of the verb to have which occurred in our text are: 
 laram    I have 
 larai    you have 
 lari    he, she has 
Q. Vocative case 
The vocative case is the form of proper nouns when they are the object of direct 
address.  English does not distinguish between this and the subject case:  Peter 
came vs Peter, come here!  In Pashtu the vocative marker for masculine nouns is 
–a: 
 hasana, tảse waada sawe yảst? Hassan, are you married? 
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R. Indefinite Article. Numeral one. 
There is no specific indefinite article in Pashtu corresponding to a / an.  Instead 
Pashtu uses the numeral one, which has a masculine and a feminine form. 
 yao zway   one son / a son 
 yawa lur   one daughter / a daughter 
S. Plural 
 Note the isolated example in our text of a noun in the plural: 
 tảse kuchnyản larai?  Do you have children? 
 
The singular child is kuchnay.  We shall see in due course that the –yản ending is 
just one way amongst others of marking plurality. 
T. Negative marker 
 The negative marker is na not.  The form nả with a long vowel sound  is no. 
 nả, hagha afghản na day.  No, he is not Afghan. 
U. Question tag 
The question tag ka tsanga is invariable. Literally it means or what? It is used in 
both positive and negative questions, irrespective of the form of the main verb.  It 
therefore corresponds to a wide variety of forms in English: is he, isn’t he, didn’t 
he, won’t we  and so on. 
 ahmad d’ afghanistan day, ka tsanga?  
 Ahmad  is from Afghanistan, isn’t he? 
V. Sentences 
 Note: for the time being these unanalysed sentences correspond to is married. 
 hagha wảda sawe da. She is married. 
 hagha wảda saway day.  He is married. 
 tảse wảda saway yảst.  You are married. 
 
 Short answers:         
In English we can give short answers to questions either by just saying  yes/no or 
by dropping the noun/adjective: 
Are you married?    Yes. Yes, I am. 
But in Pashto we say either yes/no or we drop the pronoun. 
tảse wảda sawi yảst?  ho. ho, wảda saway yam. 
 
  Vocabulary 
  num    name 
  paŠhto    Pashto..  (e.g., d’ paŠto nom a Pashto name.) 
  meŗa    husband 
  Šha    an exclamation: good, fine; der Šha very good! 
  kuchnay    child 
  ham    also 
  lur     daughter 
  zway    son 
  pa rukhsat   holiday 
  zda kawunke   (female) student 
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IV. WRITING PASHTO: 
 
The first characters represent the vowel sound /aa/ or /a/. 
 
vowel 1 Initial Middle Final  Roman 
ﺁ    /aa/ 
ﺍ ﺍ ﺎـ ﺎـ /a/ or /aa/ 
 
Group 1. 
 
Group 1 Initial Middle Final  Roman 
ﺏ ـﺑ ـﺒـ ﺐـ /b/ 
پ ـﭘ ـﭙـ ﭗـ /p/ 
ﺕ ـﺗ ـﺘـ ﺖـ /t/ 
ټ ـټ ـټـ ټـ /t/ 
ﺙ ـﺛ ـﺜـ ﺚـ /s/ 
 
Points to remember: 
1. ﺕ,  ټ  represent slightly different sounds but in the script we will use /t/ for both. 
2. All these letters join in the same way. 
    ﺑﺎ ﺑﺎ   ba ba   
    ټټﺎ    tata    
 
Group 2. 
 
Group 2 Initial Middle Final  Roman 
ﺝ ـﺟ ـﺠـ ﺞـ /j/ 
چ ـﭼ ـﭽـ ﭻـ /ch/ 
ځ ـځ ـځـ ځـ /dz/ 
څ ـڅ ـڅـ څـ /ts/ 
ﺡ ـﺣ ـﺤـ ﺢـ /h/ 
ﺥ ـﺧ ـﺨـ ﺦـ /x/ 
 
Points to remember: 
 
1. All the letters in the group join in the same way. 
2. /dz/ (ځ) has almost the same sound as /z/. 
3. /ts/  ( څ) has almost the same sound as /s/. 
ﭼﺎ ﭼﺎ    chaa chaa 
    ﺧﺖ     khat 
Group 3. 
 
Group 3 Initial Middle Final  Roman 
ﺩ ﺩ ﺪـ ﺪـ /d/ 
ډ ډ ډـ ډـ /d/ 
ﺫ ﺫ ﺬـ ﺬـ /z/ 
ﺭ ﺭ ﺮـ ﺮـ /z/ 
ړ ړ ړـ ړـ /r/ 
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ﺯ ﺯ ﺰـ ﺰـ /r/ 
ژ ژ ﮋـ ﮋـ /zh/ 
ږ ږ ږـ ږـ /g/ 
 
Points to remember: 
 
1. These letters do not join with the letters following them. 
2. The letters ﺩ and ډ are two variants of /d/. 
3. The letters ﺫ and ﺯ are pronounced in the same way. The former is rarely used. 
4. The letters ﺭ and ړ are variants of /r/. 
5. The letters ژ and ږ are pronounced almost in the same way. 
 
Before we make words from this group, we must introduce another vowel ﻭ.  
 
vowel 2 Initial Middle Final  Roman 
ﻭ ﻭ ﻮـ ﻮـ /o/ or /u/ 
 
Points to remember: 
 
1. This letter is a consonant at the beginning of a word /w/. 
2. As a vowel it represents /o/ or /u/ sound. 
3. It follows the same joining rules as group 3 consonants.  
  
   ﺩﺍ ﺩﺍ     da da 
    ﺯﻭړ     zur 
Group 4. 
 
Group 4 Initial Middle Final  Roman 
ﺱ ـﺳ ـﺴـ ﺲـ /s/ 
ﺵ ـﺷ ـﺸـ ﺶـ /sh/ 
ښ ـښ ـښـ ښـ /sh/ 
ﺹ ـﺻ ـﺼـ ﺺـ /s/ 
ﺽ ﺽ ـﻀـ ﺾـ /z/ 
 
Points to remember: 
 
1. The letters ﺱ and ﺹ are pronounced the same way. The latter is used less frequently. 
2. The letters ﺵ and ښ are pronounced similarly. The latter is rarely used in personal 
names. 
3. The letter ﺽ is very rarely used. 
 
Before forming words with these letters, we must introduce the third set of vowels. 
 
vowel 3 Initial Middle Final  Roman 
ی   ﯽـ /ay/ 
ﻱ ـﻳ ـﻴـ ﻲـ /i/ 
ې  ـېـ ﯥـ /e/ 
ۍ   ۍـ /ai/ 
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Points to remember: 
 
1. The letter ی only occurs at the end. 
2. The letter ﻱ is a consonant at the start of a word /y/. 
3. No word starts with the letter ې. 
4. The letter ۍ only occurs at the end. 
 
   ﺷېـﺮ    sher 
   ښﺎﺩﻭ    shaado 
   ﺻﺒﻮ ﺭ   sabur 
   ی ﺳړ    saray 
   ې ﺳړ    sare 
   ﺳﭙۍـ    spai 
   ﺷﻴﺪې    shide 
    
Group 5. 
 
Group 5 Initial Middle Final  Roman 
ﻁ ـﻃ ـﻄـ ﻂـ /t/ 
ﻅ ـﻇ ـﻈـ ﻆـ /z/ 
ﻉ ـﻋ ـﻌـ ﻊـ /a’/ or /’/ 
ﻍ ـﻏ ـﻐـ ﻎـ /gh/ 
ﻑ ـﻓ ـﻔـ ﻒـ /f/ 
ﻕ ـﻗ ـﻘـ ﻖـ /q/ 
 
 Points to remember: 
1. All of the letters belonging to this group are pure Arabic letters, so they do not occur 
very often in Pashto words, except those borrowed from Arabic. However we will 
come across them in personal names which have come from Arabic. 
2. The letter ﻉ most of the times represents the sound in the colloquial pronunciation of 
bottle 
namely:   bo?l 
 
  ﻃﻮ ﻃﻲ   toti 
  ﻇﻔﺮ    zafar 
  ﻋﺭﺎﻑ    aarif 
  ﻓﻭﺭﺎﻕ   faaruq 
  ﺳﺎﻋﺖ    gharib 
Group 6. 
 
Group 5 Initial Middle Final  Roman 
ک ک ـﮑـ ﮏـ /k/ 
ګ ـګ ـګـ ګـ /g/ 
ﻝ ـﻟ ـﻠـ ﻞـ /l/ 
ﻡ ـﻣ ـﻤـ ﻢـ /m/ 
ﻥ ـﻧ ـﻨـ ﻦـ /n/ 
ڼ ـڼ ـڼـ ڼـ /n/ 
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Points to remember: 
 
1. The letter ګ is also written like گ 
2. The letters ﻥ and ڼ are variants of the sound /n/. No word starts with the latter i.e.  ڼ . 
  
  ﻠﮐﻴﻢ    kalim 
  ګﺎﻡ    gam 
  ﻟﻮګﺮ    logar 
  ﻣېﺦ    mekh   
 
 
Dual Character Letters 
 
Group 7 Initial Middle Final  Roman 
ﻭ ﻭ ﻮـ ﻮـ /w/ as consonant 
/o/ or /u/ as vowel 
ﻩ ـﻫ ـﻬـ ﻪـ /h/ as consonant 
/a/ as vowel 
ﻱ ـﻳ ـﻴـ ﻲـ /y/ as consonant 
/i/ as vowel 
 
Points to remember: 
 
1. We have already done ﻭ and ﻱ. They have been given again for the sake of revision. 
2. The letter  ﻭ  is always a consonant at the start of a word, but it can also be a 
consonant in the middle . 
3. Similarly the letter ﻱ is always a consonant at the start of a word, but it can also be a 
consonant in the middle. 
4. The letter ﻩ is a vowel only when it occurs at the end of a word. 
  
   ﻭږﻣﻪ    waZhmah 
   ژ ﻭ ﺭ   zhawar 
    ﻫﺭﺎﻭﻥ   harun 
   ﻣﻟﺎګﻪ   maalga 
    ښځﻪ    wazir 
   ﻫګۍ    ya’qub 
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 :seman nahgfA gnisu stebahpla eht gninioJ .V
 .drow a fo dne dna elddim ,gninnigeb eht ni rucco srettel woH
 
 
 laniF laideM  laitinI tnednepednI
 ﺻﻒﺁ ﺁ
 fisaa
 
 
 /aa/
  
 ﺍ
 
 ﺗﻞﺍ
 ﺍ
 /lata/
 
 /a/
 ﻥﺎﺧ
 ـﺎ
 ﺎﺑﺮﭔښﻨ
 ـﺎ
 ﺮﻳﺎﻝﺑ ﺏ
 ﺑـ
 ﺮکﺒﺑ 
 ـﺒـ
 ﺐﻧﺠﻴ
 ـﺐ
 ﺘﻨﮓﭘ پ
 ﭘـ
 ﻠﻮﺍکﭙﺧ 
 ـﭙـ
 
 ـﭗ
 ﻮﺭﻳﺎﻟﻰﺗ ﺕ
 ﺗـ
 
 ﺮﺘﺑﺎﺧ 
 ـﺘـ
 ﺖﻫېﺒ
 ـﺖ
 ﻮﻟﻮﺍکټ ټ
 ټـ
 ﻮﺍﺯټﮐ 
 ـټـ
 ټﺑﻴ
 ـټ
 ﺎﺑﺖﺛ ﺙ
 ﺛـ
  
 ـﺜـ
 
 ـﺚ
 ﺎﻧﺎﻥﺟ ﺝ
 ﺟـ  
 ﻴﺐﺠﻧ
 ـﺠـ
 
 ـﺞ
 ﺮﺍﻍﭼ چ
 ﭼـ
 
 ـﭽـ
 
 ـﭻ
 ﻼﻧﺪځ ځ
 ځـ
 ﺮځﺳﻨ
 ـځـ
 ځﮔﻬﻴ
 ـځ
 ﺮﺍﻍڅ څ
 څـ
 
 ـڅـ
 
 ـڅ
 ﺡ
 
 
 ﻤﺰﺍﺣ
 ﺣـ
 ﻤﻮﺩﺤﻣ
 ـﺤـ
 ﺢﻓﺘ
 ـﺢ
 ﺥ
 
 ﺎﻥﺧ
 ﺧـ
 ﺘﻮﺭﺨﺑ
 ـﺨـ
 
 ـﺦ
 ﺍﺭﻭﺩ ﺩ
 ﺩ
 ﺭﺪﺟﻠﻨ
 ـﺪ
 ﺪﺍﺣﻤ
 ـﺪ
 ـډ ـډ ډ ډ
 ﺍﮐﺮﺫ ﺫ
 ﺫ
 ﻳﺮﺬﻧ
 ـﺬ
 
 ـﺬ
 ﺣﻴﻢﺭ ﺭ
 ﺭ
 ﭔښﻨﺎﺮﺑ
 ـﺮ
 ﺮﻧﺬﻳ
 ـﺮ
 ـړ ـړ ړ ړ
 ﺭﻏﻮﻧﻪﺯ ﺯ
 ﺯ
 ﺭ ﻯﺰﻣﻨ
 ـﺰ
 ﺰﻋﺰﻳ
 ـﺰ
 02 
 ـﮋ ـﮋ ژ ژ
 ږ
 
 ـږ ـږ ږ
 ﺪﻭﺳ ﺱ
 ﺳـ
 ﺎﺴﻋﻴ
 ـﺴـ
 ﺲﺷﻤ
 ـﺲ
 ﺎﻩﺷ ﺵ
 ﺷـ
 ېﺮﺸﮔﻠ
 ـﺸـ
 ﺶﺍﻟﺘﻤ
 ـﺶ
 ﺎﻳﺴﺘﻪښ ښ
 ښـ
 ﻨﺎښﺑﺮﭔ
 ـښـ
 ښﺑﻨګ
 ـښ
 ﺎﺑﺮﺻ ﺹ
 ﺻـ
 ﻴﺮﺼﺑ
 ـﺼـ
 
 ـﺺ
 ﻴﺎﺿ ﺽ
 ﺽ
 ﺎﻀﻣﺮﺗ
 ـﻀـ
 ﺾﻓﻴ
 ـﺾ
 ﺎﻫﺮﻃ ﻁ
 ﻃـ
 ﻬﺮﻄﻣ
 ـﻄـ
 
 ـﻂ
 ﻅ
 
 
 ﻔﺮﻇ
 ﻇـ
 ﻬﺮﻈﻣ
 ـﻈـ
 ﻆﺣﺎﻓ
 ـﻆ
 ﻤﺮﻋ ﻉ
 ﻋـ
 ﻮﺩﻌﻣﺴ
 ـﻌـ
 ﻊﺳﻤﻴ
 ـﻊ
 ﻨﻲﻏ ﻍ
 ﻏـ
 ﻨﻲﻐﻋﺒﺪﺍﻟ
 ـﻐـ
 
 ـﻎ
 ﻑ
 
 
 ﺎﺭﻭﻕﻓ
 ﻓـ
 ﻲﻔﺻ
 ـﻔـ
 ﻒﺳﻴ
 ـﻒ
 ېﺲﻗ ﻕ
 ﻗـ
 ﻮﺕﻗﻳﺎ
 ـﻘـ
 ﻖﻋﺎﺷ
 ـﻖ
 ﺮﻳﻢﮐ ک
 ک
 ﻴﻢﮑﺣ
 ـﮑـ
 ﮏﻻﻟ
 ـﮏ
 ﻞګ ګ
 ګـ
 ﻢګﺑې
 ـګـ
 ګﺑې
 ـګ
 ﻴﻼﻟ ﻝ
 ﻟـ
 ﺰیﻠﻏ
 ـﻠـ
 ﻞﺍﻳﻤ
 ـﻞ
 ﻡ
 
 
 ﺸﺎﻝﻣ
 ﻣـ
 ﺪﻤﺍﺣ
 ـﻤـ
 ﻢﻣﺮﻳ
 ـﻢ
 ﺠﻴﺐﻧ ﻥ
 ﻧـ
 ﻪﻨﻣﻴ
 ـﻨـ
 ﻦﭘﺮﻭﻳ
 ـﻦ
 ـڼ ـڼـ ڼـ ڼ
 ﻭ
 
 ﺯﻳﺮﻭ
 ﻭ
 ﺭﻮﺑﺨﺘ
 ـﻮ
 ﻮﺩﺭﺧ
 ـﻮ
 ېﺒﺖﻫ ﻩ
 ﻫـ
 ﺰﺍﺩﻩﻬﺷ
 ـﻬـ
 ﻪﺯﺭﻣﻴﻨ
 ـﻪ
 ﯽځﻠﻤ   ی
 ـﯽ
 ﻱ
 
 ﺎﻳﻤ
 ﻳـ
 ﻼﻴﻟ
 ـﻴـ
 ﻲﻭﻟ
 ـﻲ
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ې  ﺷېﺮ 
ـېـ 
ﻟﺎﭘﯥ 
ﯥـ 
ۍ 
 
  ﻟﻼګۍ 
ۍـ 
 
 
 
Note: 1. Letters in same colour join in the same way. 
2. Some of the letters do not have any names starting with them or containing them, 
but their joining method can be learnt from other letters of the same group. 
 
 
 
 
 
Points to remember 
 
1. The letter ﺁ does not occur in the middle or end of names. 
 
 
2. Some of the letters do not join with their following letters, these are as follows 
ﺁ      ﺍ ﺩ  ډ ﺫ ﺭ ړ ﺯ ژ ږ ﻭ 
 
3. No word starts with ې, i.e. /e/ but it can occur in the middle as well as end. 
 
 
4. Letters ی i.e. /ay/ and ۍ i.e. /ai/ only occur at the end of words. 
 
 
5. The letter ﻱ is always a consonant i.e. /y/ whenever a word starts with it. But 
remember that it can be a consonant in the middle as well. 
 
 
6. As no words starts with ې i.e. /e/ and ﻱ as a vowel i.e. /i/ therefore those words 
which must start with an /e/ or /i/ sound, start withﺍ.  
 
Example: 
1. Ikraam  ﻡﺍﺮﮐﺍ  
2. England  ډﻨﻴﻠګﻧﺍ  
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VI. Noun (Num/Ism) 
In order to understand nouns in Pashto language, three aspects of it such as gender, 
number and case are very important. The role of these aspects is felt when nouns and 
adjectives undergo various changes and adopt various forms and ablaut. For non-native 
speakers it is very important to learn the following guiding rules. 
A. Gender 
On the basis of gender, Pashto nouns are strictly divided into two exclusively 
defined categories of (a) masculine and (b) feminine. There is no neutral noun in 
Pashto.  
1. Masculine Nouns 
Following are the signs of masculine nouns: 
a. Nouns which end with a consonant sound, for example: 
Kitảb (book), ghar (mountain), samandar (ocean), asmản (sky), kamis (shirt), 
hewảd (country) 
ﺏﺎﺘﮐﺲﻴﻤﮐ ،ﻥﺎﻤﺳﺍ ،ﺭﺪﻨﻤﺳ ،ﺮﻏ ،ﺩﺍﻮﻴﻫ ،….. 
ﻯﺩ ﺏﺎﺘﮐ ﺍﺩda kitảb day (this is a book )  
ﻯﺩ ﻯﻮﻟ ﺮﻏ ghar loi day(mountain is big)  
ﻯﺩ ﺭﻭژ ﺭﺪﻨﻤﺳ samandar zhawar day (ocean is deep) 
ﻯﺩ ﺩﺍﻮﻴﻫ ﺎﻣﺯ  ﻥﺎﺘﺴﻧﺎﻐﻓﺍAfghảnistan zma hewad day (Afghanistan is my 
country)  
 
b. Nouns which have the sound of / ﻯ --  ye (ay) /in the end, for example: 
ﻰﻨﭼﻮﮐ ،ﻯﺮﻣﺯ ،ﻰﮔﺮﻟ ،ﻯړﺳ ...        
saray (man), largay (wood), zmaray (lion), kochnai (child) 
ﻯﺩ ﺖﺳﺎﻧ ﻯړﺳsaray nảst day (man is sitting)  
ﻯﺩ ﺭﻮﺗ ﻰﮔﺮﻟLargay tro day (wood is black)  
 
c. Nouns which ends with the sound of / (wao) ﻭ = u /, such as: 
...ﻮﻟﺎﭽﮐ ،ﻮﮐﺎﭼchảku (knife), kachảlu (potato) ( 
ﻯﺩ ۀﺮېﺗ ﻮﮐﺎﭼ chảku tera day (knife is sharp)  
ﻯﺩ ږﻮﺧ ﻮﻟﺎﭽﮐkachảlu khozh day (potato is sweet)  
 
d. Nouns which end with the sound of /  ۀ / , such as: 
ﮥﺴﭘ ،ۀﺩﺍﻭ ،ۀﺮﺗtra (uncle), wada (wedding), psa (sheep)  
ﻯﺩ ۀﺮﺗ ﺎﻣﺯ ﮥﻐﻫhagha zma tra day (he is my uncle)  
ﻯﺩ ۀﺩﺍﻭ ﺎﺘﺳ ﻦﻧnan sta wada day (today is your wedding) 
ﻯﺩ ﻍﺎﭼ ﮥﺴﭘ psa chảgh day (sheep is fat)  
 
e. Diminutive Nouns ending with the sound of /ﻭ / similar to the sound of 
English /o/: 
ﻮﻧﺎﺧ ،ﻮﻟﺎﺧ ،ﻭﺪﻴﺳ ،ﻮﻧﺎﺟ ،ﻮﻠﮔ ،ﻭﺪﺳ ،ﻮﻠﺑ ،ﻮﮐﺎﮐ    kảko, balo, sado, golo, 
jảno, saydo, khảlo 
 ﻪﻐﻫﻯﺩ ﻮﮐﺎﮐ ﺎﻣﺯ hagha zma kako day (he is my uncle)  
ﻯﺩ ﯥﮐ ﺭﻮﮐ ﻪﭘ ﻮﻠﺑbalo pa kor ki day (Balo is at home ) 
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Note: this is not very strict rule as some of these kind of Nouns are feminine:  
،ﻮﺧﺭﺩ ، ﻮﻠﻴﻟﻮﺒﺑ، ﻮﻨﻳﺮﻴﺷ  ،...laylo,dorkho, babo, shirino  
 
f. Nouns ending with /  (i) ﻱ – ye /  indicating a performer of a particular 
activity: 
ﻲﺑﺎﺑﺭ ،ﻲﭽﮐﺮﻣ ،ﻲﭽﻠﻳﺍ ،ﻲﮐﻮټToki (comedian), Elchi (envoy), marakchi (mediatort), rababi 
 (guitarist)  
 
ﻯﺩ ﻲﮐﻮټ ﻞﮔﺭﻮﺳsorgul toki day (sorgul is a comedian)  
 ﯥښﮐ ﺭﺎښ ﻪﭘ ﻲﭽﻠﻳﺍﻯﺩelchi pa Sar ki day (envoy is in the city)  
ﻯﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﺱﻻ ﻪﭘ ﻲﺑﺎﺑﺭ ﺩ ﺏﺎﺑﺭRabảb d’ rabảbi pa lảs ke day (rabab/ guitar is in 
the hand of the guitarist) 
 
Note: some nouns of the same category indicating a particular quality or 
activity are feminine:  
ﻲﮐﺎﭘ ﺍ ،ﻱﺩﺍﺯﻲﺘﺳﻭﺩ ،ﻲﺷﻮﻣﺎﺧ ، pảki (cleanliness), azảdi (freedom), khảmoshi 
(silence), dosti (friendship),  
 
2. Feminine Nouns 
Following are the signs of feminine nouns: 
a. Nouns ending with the sound of  /ﺍ/  (alif) -- a: 
ﻼﺑ ،ﺎﻴﺳﺍ ،ﺎڅﻧﻼﮑښ ، ...ﻼﻴﻟ ،ﺎﻴﻧﺩ ،natsả (dance), ảsiya (asia), balả (monster), 
Shkulả (beauty), Dunyả (world), laylả (layla)  
 
ېﻮﮐ ﺎڅﻧ ﮥﺗ  ta natsả kawe (you are dancing)  
ﻯﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﺎﻴﺳﺍ ﮥﭘ ﻥﺎﺘﺴﻧﺎﻐﻓﺍ(afghảnistan pa asiya ki day (Afghanistan is in 
Asia)  
 
Note: the following nouns are masculine: 
ﺎﻣﺎﻣ ،ﻻﻻ ،ﺎﮐﺎﮐkakả (uncle, paternal), lalả (brother), mamả (uncle, maternal) 
 
b. Nouns ending with the sound of   /ﻩ/  he  (h): 
 Shdza (woman), wana (tree), maNa (apple), starga (eye) ﻪڼﻣ ،ﻪﻧﻭ ،ﻪځښ  ،
ﻪﮔﺮﺘﺳ 
 
  ﻩﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﺭﻮﮐ ﻪﭘ ﻪځښShza pa kor kid a (woman is at home)  
ﻩﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﻍﺎﺑ ﻪﭘ ﻪﻧﻭwana pa bảgh kid a (tree is in the garden)  
 
c. Nouns ending with the sound of /ۍ / ye (: 
 ۍﺮېﭘﺎښ،ۍﻟﻼﻣ،ۍﻨﻳﺮﻴﺷ ،ۍﻧﺎﺧﺭﻭﺩ , ..،ۍﻠﺠﻧdurkhảnαy (name of a girl), shirinαy, 
malalαy, haperαy (name,), njalaαy (girl) . 
 
 ﻩﺩ ﻩړﻻﻭ ۍﻠﺠﻧnjalαy walara da (girl is standing ) 
 
d. Nouns (singular) ending with the sound of   /ﻱ /, and indicating a quality 
of a particular act or tribute: 
ﻱﺩﺍﺯﺍ ﻲﻏﻭﺭﺎﻧ ،,ﻲﺘﺳﻭﺩazadi (freedom), Naroghi (sickness), dosti (freindship)  
ﻩﺪﺑ ﻲﻏﻭﺭﺎﻧ ﻩﺩNaroghi bada da (sickness is bad) 
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ﻩﺩ ﻪښ ﻲﺘﺳﻭﺩDosti Shad a (freindship is good) 
 
Note: the following nouns, which explain performers or actor of a particular 
activity, are masculine: 
..ﻲﭽﮐﺮﻣ ،ﻲﭽﻠﻳﺍ ،ﻲﮐﻮټtoki, elchi, marakchi  
 
e. Nouns ending with the sound of (ﻭ= o): 
ﻮﻠﻴﻟ ,،ﻮﻨﻳﺮﻴﺷ ﻭﺰﻴﺑ ،ﻮﺘښﭘ ،ﻮﮕﻧﺎځ ،lailo, shirino, dzango, paShto, bizo (monkey) 
 
ﻪﻠﻏﺍﺭ ﻮﻠﻴﻟlailo raghla (lailo came)  
ﻪﻟړﮐ ﻩﺩﺯ ﻮﺘښﭘ ﺎﻣma paShto zda ka (I learned Pashto)  
 
Note: following nouns belong to the same category, but they are diminutive 
masculine nouns: 
ﻮﮐﺎﮐ ﻭﺪﻴﺳ ، ﻧﺎﺧ ،ﻮ     kako, saido, khano 
 
f. Nouns ending with the sound of  /ې /, the nouns of this category are 
mostly plural except a few: 
...،ېﺪﻴﺷ ،ېﻭﺎﻧ ،ېﺩﺍade (mom), nawe (bride) shide (milk) 
 
ﻪﻟﻮﺷ ﻩﺪﻳﻭ ېﺩﺍade wida shwa (mom slept) . 
.ﻱﺩ ېﺩﻮﺗ ېﺪﻴﺷshide tawde di (milk is hot) 
 
3. Number 
In order to render singular nouns into plural, in Pashto language there are 
different rules for masculine and feminine nouns: 
a. Signs of Masculine Plurals 
Masculine singular nouns can be rendered into plural by adding the 
following signs/suffices: 
(1) The suffix of /ﻥﺍ / ản.  In the end of animate masculine singular 
nouns having a consonant sound in the end: 
،ﻥﺎښﻭﺍ = ښﻭﺍ ooSh = ooShan ;  
ﻥﺎﮕﻧﺍړﭘ = ﮓﻧﺍړﭘ  prảng = prảngản  ;  
ﻥﺎﮑﻠﻫ = ﮏﻠﻫhalak = halakản  ; 
 = ﺐﮐ ﻥﺎﺒﮐ kab = kabản ;    
ﻥﺎﮔﺮﭼ = گﺮﭼ charg = chargản ;  
ﻥﺎﻣړﻟ = ﻡړﻟ laram = laramản   
ﻥﺍﺭﺎﻣ = ﺭﺎﻣ mảr = mảrản ;   
But this rule may also be applied to some inanimate nouns: 
ﻥﺍﺮټﻮﻣ = ﺮټﻮﻣ،motor = motarản 
،ﻥﻼﮔ = ﻞﮔgul = gulản  
،ﻥﺎﮐﻮﻧ = کﻮﻧnook = nookản  
ﻥﺍﺮﻴﺗ = ﺮﻴﺗtir - tirản ; 
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(2)  In the same way the animate nouns ending with the sound of (w, h)  /ﻭ  
 ، ۀ /are also be converted into plural by adding the suffix of  (ản) /
 / ﻥﺍ: 
 = ﮥﻏﺮﻣ،ﻥﺎﻏﺮﻣ  margha = marghản  
،ﻥﺍﻮﮐﺎﭼ = ﻮﮐﺎﭼ   chảkoo = chảkooản   
،ﻥﺍﻮﮐﺍډ = ﻮﮐﺍډdảkoo = dảkooản    
 
(3) For making the plural of those masculine nouns/adjectives which have 
the sound of    /ﻱ/ (i) in the end: 
ﻲﮐﻮټ(toki, comedian) ﻲﭽﻠﻳﺍ ،(elchi, envoy ) ﻲﭽﮐﺮﻣ(marakchi,mediator  
 
،ﻥﺎﻴﮐﻮټ = ﻲﮐﻮټ toki = tokiản 
، ﻥﺎﻴﭽﻠﻳﺍ = ﻲﭽﻠﻳﺍelchi = elchiản 
،ﻥﺎﻴﭽﮐﺮﻣ = ﻲﭽﮐﺮﻣ marakchi = marakchiản 
  
(4) By changing  /ﻯ/ into /ﻱ/: (ye) /ay/ into /i/ 
 
،ﻱﺭﻮﺘﺳ = ﻯﺭﻮﺘﺳstoray = stori  
،ﻲﻟﺮﺴﭘ = ﻰﻟﺮﺴﭘpasarlay = pasarli  
 ،ﻱړﻏ = ﻯړﻏgharay = gharai  
ﻲښﻮﻟ = ﻰښﻮﻟ loShay = loShi  
 
But many other nouns of this category can be pluralized with the help 
of /ﻱ/ and /ﻥﺍ/ 
  
 ﻰﺘښﻟ  = ،ﻥﺎﻴﺘښﻟ / ﻲﺘښﻟ   laShtay = laShti/ laShtiản  
 ﻯړﺳ  = ﻥﺎﻳړﺳ / ﻱړﺳsaray = sari/ sariản  
ﻰﮔﺮﻟ   = ،ﻥﺎﻴﮔﺮﻟ /  ﻲﮔﺮﻟ largay = largi/ largiản 
ﻯﺮﻣﺯ =  / ﻱﺮﻣﺯ ﻥﺎﻳﺮﻣﺯzmaray = zmari/ zmariản  
 
(5) By adding the Suffix of /ﮥﻧﻭ/: (unah) / wnah 
i. Mostly inanimate nouns ending with consonant sound are 
pluralized by adding the suffix of /ﮥﻧﻭ/: 
 
،ﮥﻧﻭﺰېﻣ = ﺰېﻣmez = mezunah  
،ﮥﻧﻮﺑﺎﺘﮐ = ﺏﺎﺘﮐ kitảb = kitảboonah  
 ،ﮥﻧﻮﻤﻠﻗ = ﻢﻠﻗqalam = qalamunah  
 
ii. The plural of some nouns ending with the diphthong of /aw/ = 
/ﻭﺍ/also takes place in the same fashion: 
 
= ﻭﺎﭙﭼ ،ﮥﻧﻭﺎﭙﭼ   chapảw = chapảwnah   
 = ﻩﺍړﭘ  ،ﮥﻧﻭﺍړﭘparảw = parảwnah   
iii. In order to make the following nouns plural, the suffix of /ﮥﻧﻭ/ 
replaces the sound of /ۀ/, (h/ ah)    
،ﮥﻧﻭﺮﺗ = ۀﺮﺗtrah = trunah 
،ﮥﻧﻭﺮﭔﺭﻭ = ﻩﺭﺍﺭﻭ wrảrah = wrerunah   
ﮥﻧﻭﺩﻭ = ۀﺩﺍﻭwảdah = wadunah :   
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(6) By adding the suffix of /ۀ/: 
 i. The plural of some monosyllable nouns and adjectives takes place 
by adding the suffix of /ۀ/: 
،ﮥﻠﻏ = ﻞﻏghal = ghlah  
،ﮥﻨﺷ = ﻦﻴﺷshin = shnah 
،ۀﺮﺧ = ﺮﺧkhra = khrah   
 
ii. The sound of /ۀ/ is added to most of those nouns and adjectives 
which have the sound of vowels of   /ﻱ/or /ﻭ / in the middle. 
As a result of ablaut another vowel /ﺍ/ the two previous vowels: 
 
،ۀﺩﻭﺎﺗ = ﺩﻮﺗtud = tảudah   
،ۀړﺎﺳ = ړﻮﺳsur = sảrah    
ﺯ = ړﻭﺯ،ۀړﺍzur - zảrah  
(7) The suffix of /ﻥﺎﮔ/: gản 
Singular masculine nouns ending with the vowels of /ﺍ/ả ) and /u=ﻭ/, 
are converted into plural by adding the suffix of /ﻥﺎﮔ/: 
 
 ،ﻥﺎﮔﺎﻣﺎﻣ = ﺎﻣﺎﻣmảmả = mảmảgản   
،ﻥﺎﮔﺎﮐﺎﮐ =ﺎﮐﺎﮐ kảkả = kảkảgản 
،ﻥﺎﮔﻮﭙﻳډ = ﻮﭙﻳډ depu = depugản 
 
(8) Suffix of /ﻥﺎﻳ/: yản 
The plurals following nouns take place by adding the suffix of /ﻥﺎﻳ/:  
 
،ﻥﺎﻳﻼﻣ = ﻼﻣ mulả = mulảyản 
،ﻥﺎﻳﺎﻨﺷﺍ = ﺎﻨﺷﺍ  ảshna = ảshnayản    
ﻥﺎﻳﺍﺩﻮﺑ = ﺍﺩﻮﺑ budả = budảyản  
 
(9) Always Plural Masculine Nouns: 
 Some masculine nouns are always plural and have no singular: 
 
،ﮥښﺍﻭ;(wảShah/ grass) ﻢﻨﻏ(ghanam/ wheat)، ﺮﻫﺯ(zahar/poison)، ﻞېﺗ(tel / oil)،
 ﻝﻭﺮټﻴﭘ(pitrol / petrol) ،  
 
 
(10) Masculine Plural nouns of Relatives 
Some Masculine nouns of relatives are irregular: 
 
،ﮥﻧﻭﺮﻠﭘ = ﺭﻼﭘ  plảr = plarunah (fathers)  ،ﻦﻣﺍﺯ = ﻯﻭﺯ 
zui=zảman (sons) 
ﮥﻧﻭﺮﭔﺭﻭ = ۀﺭﺍﺭﻭ wrảrah = wrerunah (nephews) 
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b. Signs of Feminine Plural Nouns 
Singular feminine nouns are rendered into plural by adding the following 
signs: 
(1) Replacing the sound of /ﻩ/ (h – ah ) by /ې/ (e): 
For changing singular feminine nouns ending with the sound of 
/ﻩ/, replace it by the sound of /ې/: 
= ﻪځښ ،ﯥځښ Shadzah = Shadze   
،ﯥﻧﻭ = ﻪﻧﻭwanah = wane   
،ﯥڼﺎﭘ = ﻪڼﺎﭘ pảnah = pảne   =  
،ﯥﮔﺮﺘﺳ = ﻪﮔﺮﺘﺳstargah = starge 
(2) Adding /ېﻭ/ (we) or   /ﯥﻧﺎﮔ/ (gảne) :  
i. Singular feminine nouns ending by the sounds of /ﺍ/, change 
into plural by adding either /ېﻭ/ or /ﯥﻧﺎﮔ/: 
 
،ﯥﻧﺎﮔﺍﺪﻨﺧ / ېﻭﺍﺪﻨﺧ = ﺍﺪﻨﺧ       (laughter) khandả = khandảwi/ khandảgảne 
  
ﯥﻧﺎﮔﺍړژ / ېﻭﺍړژ = ﺍړژ   (cry)   zhrả = zharảwe / zharảgảne    
  
ﯥﻧﺎﮔﺍﻮﻏ / ېﻭﺍﻮﻏ = ﺍﻮﻏ(cow) ghwa = ghwawe/ ghwagảne   
  
 
ii. Singular feminine nouns ending by the sounds of /  ﻭ =O/w/, 
change into plural by adding  /ﯥﻧﺎﮔ/: (gảne) 
 
،ﯥﻧﺎﮔﻮﮕﻧﺍﺯ  = ﻮﮕﻧﺍﺯ zảngo = zảngogảne     
 ،ﯥﻧﺎﮔﻮﻳډﺍﺭ  = ﻮﻳډﺍﺭrảdio = rảdiogảne 
 
c. Optional plural of the sound of /ۍ/ (αy)  or + /ﯥﻧﺎﻳ/ (yảne): 
The plural of nouns ending with the sound /ۍ/ is optional. It either 
remain unchangeable and the same as its singular form; or the sound of 
/ۍ/ is replaced by /ﯥﻧﺎﻳ/, however, the former unchanged form is 
more common: 
 
،ﯥﻧﺎﻳډﻭډ / ۍډﻭډ = ۍﺩﻭډ dodαy = dodαy/ dodαyảne (bread)    
ﯥﻧﺎﻴﮐﻮﭼ / ۍﮐﻮﭼ = ۍﮐﻮﭼchokαy = chokαy/ chokαyảne (chair) 
،ﯥﻧﺎﻴﻠﭙڅ / ۍﻠﭙڅ = ۍﻠﭙڅtsaplαy = tsaplαy/ tsaplαyảni (shoe/slippers)  
  
(1) In nouns ending with the sound of /ﻱ/ (i) , it is replaced by the 
sound of /ۍ/ (αy): 
،ۍښﻮﺧ = ﻲښﻮﺧkhohi = khoShαy   (happiness)   
ۍﺘﺳﻭﺩ = ﻲﺘﺳﻭﺩdosti = dostαy   (friendship) 
، ۍﮐﺎﭘ = ﻲﮐﺎﭘ(cleanliness) pảki = pảkαy    
 
(2) Always Plural Feminine Nouns: 
Some feminine nouns are always plural and have no masculine 
version: 
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ﺍﻭﻪﺑobah (water)ﯥﺘﺴﻣ ،maste (yugrt)ېﺪﻴﺷ ،shide (milk)ېﮋﻳﺭﻭ ،wrizhi (rice) ،
ېﺯﺎﻴﺗﻮﻣmotiảzi (urine) ﯥﻳﺎﭼ ،chải (tea) 
 
(3) Feminine Plural nouns of Relatives: 
Like some masculine nouns of relatives, feminine nouns are also 
irregular:  
 
، ېﺪﻨﻴﻣ = ﺭﻮﻣ mor = mende (mother)   
،ېﺪﻨﻳﻮﺧ = ﺭﻮﺧ khor = kwende (sister)   
،ﯥڼﻮﻟ = ﺭﻮﻟlor = loNe (daughter)    
 
  
B. Numbers 
1. Cardinal Numbers:  
Following are the real numbers in Pashto: 
 
 ،ﺮﻔﺻﺲﻟ ،ﻪﻬﻧ ،ﻪﺗﺍ ،ﻩﻭﻭﺍ ،ږﭙﺷ ،ﻪځﻨﻴﭘ ،ﺭﻮﻠڅ ېﺭﺩ ،ۀﻭﺩ ،ﻮﻳ 
  
sifer, yaw, dwa, dre, tsalur, pindzah, shpaZh, auwah, atah, naha, las 
  0   1    2   3   4     5      6      7     8    9  10 
 
 
،ﺲﻟﻭﻮﻳ ،ﺱړﺎﭙﺷ ،ﺲﻠځﻴﭘ ،ﺲﻟﺭﺍﻮڅ ،ﺲﻟﺭﺎﻳﺩ،ﺲﻟﻭﻭﺩ،ﺲﻟﻭﻭﺍﺲﻟﻮﻧ،ﺲﻠﺗ.ﻞﺷ ، 
 
 
Yawulas, dwulas, diảrlas, tswảrlas, pindzalas, shpảras, awualas, atalas, nolas, shal. 
11,      12,     13,     14,         15,      16,     17,     18,   19,     20 
 
 
،ﺖﺸﻳﻭ ﻮﻳ  ،ﺖﺸﻳﻭۀﻭﺩ ،ﺖﺸﻳﻭﺭﺩ ،ﺖﺸﻳﻭ ﻪځﻨﻴﭘ ،ﺖﺸﻳﻭﺭﻮﻠڅ  ﻩﻭﺍ،ﺖﺸﻳﻭږﭙﺷ
،ﺖﺸﻳﻭ  . 
 
Yawwisht , dwa-wisht, darwisht, tslur-wisht, pindzah-wisht, shpaSh-wisht, auwah-wisht, 
          21         22        23       24           25             26            27 
 
،ﺖﺸﻳﻭ ﻪﺗﺍ  ،ﺖﺸﻳﻭ ﻪﻬﻧ  ﺵﺮﭔﺩ 
 
 atah-wisht, naha-wisht, dersh. 
                                                                    28          29        30 
  
 ﮏﻟ ، ﺭﺯ ، ﻩﻮﺳ ﻩﻭﺩ ،ﻞﺳ ،ﻱﻮﻧ ،ﺎﻴﺗﺍ ،ﺎﻳﻭﺍ ،ﻪﺘﻴﭙﺷ ،ﺱﻮځﻨﻴﭘ ،ﺖﺸﭔﻮﻠڅ
 (ﻩﺭﺯ ﻞﺳ) 
tsalweSht,  pindzos,  shpetah,  auya,  atya,  nawi,  sal,  dwah-sawa,  zar,  lak (sal zarah) 
40,        50,        60,    70,   80,     90,   100,       200,    1000         10000 
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2. Ordinal Numbers:  
For all Ordinal numbers, the sounds of /ﻡ/ (m)  or /ﻢﻳ/ (yam) is added in 
the end of Cardinal numbers. But the first ordinal number is /ﻯړﻣﻮﻟ/ (lumrai) 
or /ﻰﺒﻣﻭړ / (rumbai) 
 .... ﻢځﻨﻴﭘ ،ﻡﺭﻮﻠڅ ،ﻢﻴﭔﺭﺩ ،ﻢﻳﻭﺩ ،ﻯړﻣﻮﻟ/ﻰﺒﻣﻭړ 
                                                                                         
Rumbai/ lumrai,  dwayam, dreyam, tsaluram, pindzam, …. 
3. Miyashti (the months): 
wrai, ghwayai, ghbargolai, chingaSh, zmarai, waZhai, talah, laram, lindei, 
marghumai, salwaghah, kab. 
 
Hamal, sawar, jawza, saratan, asad, sunbulah, mizan, aqrab, qaus, jadi, dalw, hut.  
 
C. Case 
Case means a variation which happens in a noun when it is used in relation to 
different forms of tenses, verbs etc, for example: tense 
 
.ﻱﻮﮐ ﺭﺎﮐ ﻪځښShadza kảr kawi (woman works/ does the job)  
.ړﮐﻭ ﺭﺎﮐ ﯥځښShadze kảr wakar (women did the job)  
.ﻩﻮﺷ ﻩﺪﻳﻭ ﻪځښ     Shadza wida shwa (woman slept)  
.ﻱﻮﮐ ﺭﺎﮐ ﯥځښ Shadze kảr kawi (women works)  
 
The above examples show that the original noun /ﻪځښ/ (Shadza) has accepted 
several variations. In other words it is one of those nouns which are changeable. 
Regarding the implications of Case, Pashto nouns are divided into two groups of: a). 
changeable, and b). unchangeable nouns. 
 
D. Changeable Nouns 
1. Nouns ending with the sound of /ﻯ/ (ay) are replaced by  /ﻱ/ (i): 
 
Original Form  Changed Form 
ﻯړﺳ  saray (man)  ﻱړﺳsari (men)  
ﻰﻤﻠځ dzalmay (young man)  ﻲﻤﻠځ dzalmi (young men)   
ﻰﻧﻮېﻟ lewanay (mad man) ﻲﻧﻮېﻟ lewani (mad men)  
 
2. Nouns ending with the sound of /ﻩ/ (h / ah) are changed into /ې/ (e): 
 
Original Form  Changed Form 
ﻪځښ Shadza (woman)  ﯥځښ Shadze (women)  
ﻪﻧﻭ wana (plant)   ﯥﻧﻭ wane (plants) 
ﻪﮔﺮﺘﺳstarga (eye)   ﯥﮔﺮﺘﺳ starge (eyes)  
ﻪڼﻣ maNa (apple)   ﯥڼﻣ mane (apples)  
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3. Most of those nouns/adjectives having the sound of  /ﻭ/ (w/ u) in the middle, 
which is replaced (ablaut) by the sound of /ﺍ/ (ả) and another sound of /ۀ/ 
(h/ ah) is added at the end:  
Original Form  Changed Form 
ﻥﻮﺘښﭘ paShtun (pashtun)    ﮥﻧﺎﺘښﭘ paShtanah  
ﻥﻮﺘﻠېﺑbeltun (separation)  ﮥﻧﺎﺘﻠېﺑ beltanah  
ﻥﻭﺪﻧﻭژ zhwandun (life)  ﮥﻧﺍﺪﻧﻭژ zhwandanah  
ﻥﻮﮕﻧﺯzangoon (knee)   ﮥﻧﺎﮕﻧﺯ zanganah  
 
But the following nouns are exceptional: 
ﻡﻭﺯ zum (groom) ﻡﻮﺷ ، shum (hungrey/ miser)ﻡﻮﺷﺎﻣ ،mảshum (child) ، 
 
4. Some monosyllable nouns and adjectives: 
 
Original Form  Changed Form 
ﻡﻭﺍ aum (raw)    ﮥﻣﻭﺍaumah  
ﺥﻮﭘpukh (cooked/ ripen)   ﮥﺧﺎﭘpảkhah  
ﺮﺧkhar (donkey)   ۀﺮﺧkhrah  
 
5. Following pronouns are also changed: 
 
Original Form  Changed Form 
ۀﺯza (I)     ﺎﻣmả  
ﮥﺗta (you)     ﺎﺗtả  
ﻯﺩday (he)     ۀﺩda  
ﺍﺩdả (she)     ېﺩde  
کﻮڅtsuk (who)    ﺎﭼchả  
ﻪﻣﻮﮐ kumah (which )   ﯥﻣﻮﮐkume  
ﻪﻏﺩ daghah (this)    ﯥﻏﺩdaghe  
ﻪﻐﻫhaghah (that )   ﯥﻐﻫhaghe  
 
 
E. Unchangeable Nouns 
Following are the some nouns which accept no changes and remain invariable in all 
cases: 
1. Nouns ending with the sound of /ﺍ/ ả: 
ﺎﻣﺎﻣmảmả ﺎﮐﺎﮐ ،kảkả ﺍﺩﺍﺩ ،dảdả ﺎﻴﻧﺩ ،dunyả  
 
2. Nouns ending with the sound of /ﻭ / (w/u): 
ﻭﺰﻴﺑbizu (monkey)ﻮﺸﻴﭘ ،pishu (cat ﻮﺧړﺎﺑ ،bảrkhu (cheek) 
 
3. Nouns ending with the sound of /ﻱ/ i: 
ﻲﭼﻮﻣmuchi  ﻲﺗﻮﺗ ،tuti  
 
4. Nouns ending with the sound of /ۍ/ αy: 
ۍﻠﺠﻧnjalαy،  ۍﺳﺭ , rasαy ۍﮕﻫhagαy ، ۍﻟﻮﺧkhulαy 
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5. Some adjectives which are equally applicable to both feminine and masculine 
nouns and ending with the sound of /ۀ/: 
ۀﺩﺎﺳ sảdah (simple)ۀډﺍډ ،dảdah (confident) ﮥﭙﭼ ، chapah (left) ... ، 
 
VII. Changes in Singular and Plural Nouns 
All the above explained rules are applied only to singular changeable nouns which in 
most instances of case adopt their plural form after case variations, e.g.  
ﻪځښShdzah  ← ﯥځښShadze ،  ﻯړﺳsaray  ← ﻱړﺳ sari  ،     
ﻥﻮﺘښﭘpaShtun  ← ﮥﻧﺎﺘښﭘpaShtảnah  ... ، 
 
So far as plural nouns are concerned, in all cases a /ﻭ / is added to all of them, 
whether they are changeable and unchangeable. Example: 
 ﯥځښ Shadze  ←  ﻮځښ shadzu ، ﻥﺎﮑﻠﻫhalakản   ←  ﻮﻧﺎﮑﻠﻫhalakảnu  ،  
ﮥﻧﺎﺘښﭘpaShtanah  ← ﻮﻨﺘښﭘpaShtanu ،  
A. More Cases 
There are several basic cases: 1. Nominative, 2. Vocative, 3. Possessive, 4. 
Accusative, 5. Pre/Post Positional (dative, locative, ablative) 
 
1. Nominative Case 
When a past tense has a subject of changeable noun and a transitive verb, it is 
called nominative case. Following are some examples of changeable nouns: 
 
Present/Future Tenses          Past Tenses 
(Original Form)     (Changed Form) 
 
.ﻱﺭﻮﺧ ۍډﻭډ ﻯړﺳsaray dudαy khuri (man eats bread)  
ۍډﻭډ ﻱړﺳ .ﻪﻟړﻮﺧﻭsari dudαy wakhuralah (man ate bread)  
.ﻱﻮﺨﭘ ۍډﻭډ ﻪځښShadza dudαy pakhawi (woman cooks food)  
.ﻱَﻮﺨﭘ ۍډﻭډ ﯥځښ Shadze dudαy pakhawi (women cook food) 
ﻲﻟﻮﻟﻭ ﺏﺎﺘﮐ ﻪﺑ ﻥﻮﺘښﭘ paShtun ba kitả lwali (pashtun will read the book)   
ﮥﺘﺳﻮﻟ ﺏﺎﺘﮐ ﮥﻧﺎﺘښﭘ paShtảnah ba kitảb lwali (pashtuns will read the book)  
2. Vocative Case 
When a noun is called, invited or alerted, and accepts some changes, it is called 
vocative case.  
In this case, the sound of either /َﻭ/ (w/u)  or /ﮥﻳ/ (yah)  or /ېﺍ/ (ae) is 
equally added to before all singular/plural changeable and unchangeable nouns. 
However, this is optional.  
But in the end, it is necessary to add the sound of /ۀ/  (h/ ah)  and /ې/ (e) only 
to changeable/singular masculine and feminine nouns respectively, and the 
sound of / ﻭ / (w/ u)  is added to all kinds of plural nouns. Examples: 
 
(ﻞﻏ)ghal (thief)   َﻭ  /ﮥﻳ/ ۀﻮﮐ ﮥﻣ ﻼﻏ ،ﮥﻠﻏ ېﺍ !       wa/ yah/ ae/ ghalah, ghla 
ma kawa  
(! ۀﻮﮐ ﻪﻣ ﻼﻏ ،ﮥﻠﻏ)  ghalah, ghla ma kawah   
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(ﮏﻠﻫ)halak (boy)   ﮥﺷﺍﺭ ﻪﺘﻟﺩ ،ﮥﮑﻠﻫ ېﺍ / ﮥﻳ / َﻭ  Wa/ yah/ ae/ halakh, 
dalta rảsha (! ﮥﺷﺍﺭ ﮥﺘﻟﺩ ،ﮥﮑﻠﻫ)halakah dalta rảshah  
 
3. Possessive Case 
 
4. Accusative Case 
a.  It is very simple and brief.  
b.  This case happens in Present and Future tenses; on the contrary, as object 
they maintain their original form in Past tense. 
c.  It causes changes only pronouns of first person singular and second person 
singular.  
d.  They accept changes when used as direct object of the tense.  
 
Present Tense  Future Tense   Past Tense 
  ﮥﺗﺎﻣ ،ﯥﻫﻭ ta mả wahe  ﻪﺑ  ﮥﺗﺎﻣ ﯥﻫﻭ ﻭ ta ba mả wawahe  ﺎﺗۀﺯ ﻢﻠﻫﻭ ﻭtả 
za wawahalam  
5. Pre + Postpositional Case 
a. In standard Pashto, mostly prepositions also have a postposition. In other 
words they are used in pairs.  
Examples:  
lah – - tsakhah ﻪﻟ---  ،ﻪﺨڅ            
lah – - - sarah    ﮥﻟ---  ،ۀﺮﺳ             
pa – - ke   ﮥﭘ--- ،ﯥﮐ      
Tar -- lảnde    ﺮﺗ---- ېﺪﻧﻻ     
 
(1) However, in some cases either only pre or post position is used. 
Example: ﻪﭘ ،ﻭ ،ﻩﺮﻟ ،ﮥﺗ (tah, larah, wa, pah)  
 
(2) In these kind of sentences, an object happens in between the two pre and 
postpositions, which is always an indirect object.  
 
b. If the object is a changeable nouns/adjective, it will receive morphological 
changes. That is why it is called pre + postpositional case. 
 
c. Pre + Postpositional case is further divided into the following cases: dative, 
locative, ablative, and instrument.  
(1) Dative (indirect object) Case: 
i.  This case has only a postposition:  (tah, lah, larah) ۀﺮﻟ ،ﮥﻟ ،ﮥﺗ 
all of them are equivalent have the same meanings of English of or 
for.  However, (tah) ﮥﺗ , is the most common among them. 
ii. However, in south western (Kandahar) dialect this case also has a 
preposition of ﻭ (wa) which is not common among majority of 
native speakers. 
Examples: 
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  ﻞﻤﻳﺍﯥﻨﻴﻣﺭﺯ .ړﻭﺍﺭ ﺕﺎﻏﻮﺳ (ۀﺮﻟ ،ﮥﻟ) ﮥﺗt ảtah (lah, larah) sawgh zarmineemal 
rảwar  
 ﺲﻴﻟﻮﭘﻯړﺳ ﻪﻟﺩﻮښﻭ ﻩﺭﻻ ﮥﺗShudalah. rah waảta l saripolis . 
 
In these examples, (saray)  ﻯړﺳ  ; (zarminah) ﻪﻨﻴﻣﺭﺯ  are 
changeable nouns and indirect objects, while ﻩﺭﻻ (lảrah -- way)، is 
direct object and thus unchangeable.  
(2) Locative Case 
i.  In this case an activity is performed towards a location of a 
changeable noun is identified in a certain point in space and time.  
ii.  The changeable nouns happen in between the pre and post positions, 
iii. Following pairs of pre and post positions are used: 
ﺮﺗ---،ﮥﺗﺭﻮﭘﺭﻭ /ﮥﺘښﮐ /ﻱﺭﻮﭘﺍﺭ /ﻱﺭﻮﭘ /ﺍﻮﺧﺎﻫ ﺭﻭ /ﺍﻮﺨﭔﺩ ﺍﺭ / ېﺪﻧﻻ 
 tar - - - lảnde/ rảdekhwa/ war hả khwả/ puri/ rảpuri, kShata/ war purtah)  
 ﮥﭘ---،ﯥﮐ(pah - - - ke)  
   ﮥﭘ--- ،ﯥﺴﭘ(pah - - - pase)  
 ﻪﻟ--- ،ﻩﺮﺳlah - - - sarah  
 ﺮﭘ/ﮥﭘ---،ېﺪﻧﺎﺑpah/ par - - - bảnde  
 
Examples: 
 ﺮﺗ ﻢﻠﻗﯥﭽﺑﺎﺘﮐ ﻯﺩ ېﺪﻧﻻQalam tar kitảbche lảnde day (book is under the table)  
ﺮﺗ ﮏﻠﻫ ﯥﻟﺎﻳﻭ ﻯﺩ ړﻻﻭ ﺍﻮﺨﻳﺩ ﺍﺭ halak tar wiảle rả de khwả walảr day (boy stands 
on this side of 
 the stream) 
 ﺮﺗ ﻯړﺳ ﯥﻟﺎﻳﻭﻯﺩ ﺖﺳﺎﻧ ﺍﻮﺧﺎﻫsaray tar wiảle hả khwa walảr day (man stands on that 
side of the stream)  
 ﺮﺗ ﻩﺯ ﯥﻣﺮﻏﻡﻭ ۀﺪﻳﻭ ﻱﺭﻮﭘzah tar gharme puri widah wam (I was sleeping till noon)  
Note: In the case of the last pair of ﺮﺗ/---- /ﻱﺭﻮﭘ , some times only the 
preposition /ﺮﺗ/ is used while the postposition /ﻱﺭﻮﭘ/ is dropped. When this 
happens, then the unchangeable nouns also become changeable and the sound of /ۀ/ 
is also added after them.  
Example:      
All those Nouns ending with consonant also become changeable (ﺮﺗ ،ﻪﻟ ) 
ﻱﺭﻮﭘ ﮥﻧﺎﻤﺳﺍ ﺮﺗ tar ảsmản puri (upto the sky)  ﮥﻧﺎﻤﺳﺍ ﻪﻟlah ảsmảnah (from 
the sky)  
ﻩﺮﮕﻴځﺎﻣ ﺮﺗtar mảdzigarah (until late afternoon) ﻩﺮﮕﻴځﺎﻣ ﻪﻟlah mảdzigarah (from late 
afternoon) 
 
(3) Ablative Case 
i. This case very similar to Locative case, but in this an activity 
originates from a certain point in space and time.  
ii. Nouns happen in between the pre and post positions, 
iii. Following pairs are used in this case: 
 ﮥﻟ--- ،ﮥﺨڅ;(lah - - - tsakha)     ﮥﻟ---- ﯥﺴﻴﻫﺍﺭ ;(lah - -- rảhise)   ﮥﻟ---  ﺭﻭ
ﯥﺴﻴﻫ(lah --- warhise)  
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Examples: 
 ﮥﻟ ﻯړﺳﯥځښ .ﻱړﺍﻮﻏ ۍډﻭډ ﮥﺨڅ Saray lah Shadze tsakhah dudαy ghwảri  
(man wants food/bread from woman)  
 
 
 ﮥﻟ ﮏﻠﻫﯥﻣﺮﻏ ﻯﺩ ﻍﻭﺭﺎﻧ ﯥﺴﻴﻫﺍﺭ Halak lah gharme rảhise nảrugh day  
Boy is (feeling) sick since noon  
 
(4) Intrumentive Case  
i. In this case a noun becomes the instrument of a particular activity. 
ii. Before the nouns a preposition of /ﮥﭘ/ (pah) is added.  
 
Examples: 
 ﮥﭘ ﺮﮔﺰﺑۀﺮﺧ .ﻪﻠﻫ ﻭ ېﻮﻳyawe wahalah (farmer was ploughing by khrah bazgar pah 
) donkey 
(5) Possessive Case 
i.  When some kind of quality is attributed to or a possession is wielded 
by a noun, it is called possessive case.  
ii.  In Pashto the sound of / َﺩ/ is put before the possessing nouns. 
 
(ﻯړﺳ)saray   .ﺮټﻮﻣ ﻱړﺳ  َﺩda sari motor (motor (vehicle) of man)  
 
(ﻪځښ)Shdzah   .ﺲﻴﻤﮐ ﯥځښ َﺩda Shdze kamis (shirt of woman) 
 
B. Adjective 
1. Almost all the aforementioned qualities of nouns are also applicable to Pashto 
adjectives.  
2. /ﺮﺗ/ (tar) and  /ﻮﻟﻮټ ﺮﺗ/  (tar tulu) are respectively used for comparative 
and superlative degrees of adjectives.  
 
Examples: 
  ﻝﺎﺤﺷﻮﺧ ﺮﺗ .ﻯﺩ ﻯﻮﻟ ﻞﻤﻳﺍkhushal tar emal lui dai (Khushal is elder (bigger) than 
Emal)   
  ﻥﺎښﻭﺭ   ﻮټ ﺮﺗ .ﻯﺩ ﻯﻮﻟ ﻮﻟroShan tar tulu lui dai (RoShan is the eldest (biggest)) 
 
3. Mostly Adjective completely adopts the form according to the case and number 
related masculine and feminine nouns.  
 
Examples: 
Singular                                        Plural    
    
ښﻭﺍ ﺭﻮﺳsur auSh (red camel)   ﻥﺎښﻭﺍ ۀﺮﺳsrah auShản (red camels)  
  
ﻪڼﻣ ﻩﺮﺳ srah maNah (red apple)   ﯥڼﻣ ېﺮﺳsre maNe (red apples)  
ﺲﻴﻤﮐ ﻦﻴﺷshin kamis (blue shirt)    ﻥﺎﺴﻴﻤﮐ ﻪﻨﺷshanh kamisản (blue shirts)   
ۍﺗﺭﻮﮐ ﻪﻨﺷshnah kurtαy (blue jacket)   ۍﺗﺭﻮﮐ ﯥﻨﺷshne kurtαy (blue jackets)  
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 ﺭﺎﻧﺍ ږﻮﺧkhuZh anảr (sweet pomegranate) ﺭﺎﻧﺍ ۀږﺍﻮﺧkhwaZhah anảr (sweet 
pomegranates) 
ﻪڼﺍﻭﺪﻨﻴﻫ ﻩږﻮﺧkhuZhah hindwanah (sweet water melon)    
ﯥڼﺍﻭﺪﻨﻴﻫ ېږﻮﺧkhuZhe hindwaNe (sweet water melons)  
 
4. Some adjectives don not change according their plural masculine nouns, 
however, they do change according their plural feminine nouns. They end in 
consonant sounds: 
 
Examples: 
Singular  Plural   
    
ﺏﺎﺘﮐ ﻦﻴﭙﺳspin kitảb (white book)          ﮥﻧﻮﺑﺎﺘﮐ ﻦﻴﭙﺳspin kitảbunah 
  
ﻪﭽﺑﺎﺘﮐ ﻪﻨﻴﭙﺳspinah kitảbchah (white notebook)  ﯥﭽﺑﺎﺘﮐ ﯥﻨﻴﭙﺳspine kitảbche  
ﻢﻠﻗ ﺭﻮﺗ          tur kalam (black pen)        ﻪﻧﻮﻤﻠﻗ ﺭﻮﺗ tur kalamunah 
ﻪﺘﺨﺗ ﻩﺭﻮﺗturah takhtah (black board)         ﯥﺘﺨﺗ ېﺭﻮﺗture takhte  
 
5. There are some constant adjectives which neither change with masculine plural 
nor according to the feminine plural. All these adjectives end in the vowels 
sound of   /ﻩ ،ﺍ ،ﻱ/ : 
 
Examples: 
Singular                                              Plural    
ﻯړﺳ ۀﺭﺎﮐ ﻪﺑﺮﺠﺗ tajrabah kảrah saray (experienced man)       ﻱړﺳ ۀﺭﺎﮐ ﻪﺑﺮﺠﺗtajrabah 
karah sari   
ﻪځښ ﻩﺭﺎﮐ ﻪﺑﺮﺠﺗtajrabah kảrah Shadzah (experienced woman)  ﻩﺭﺎﮐ ﻪﺑﺮﺠﺗ
ﯥځښtajrabah kảrah Shdze 
ﮏﻠﻫ ۀﺩﺎﻴﭘpiyảdaha halak (walking boy)          ﻥﺎﮑﻠﻫ ۀﺩﺎﻴﭘpiyảdah halakản 
  
ۍﻠﺠﻧ ﻩﺩﺎﻴﭘ    piyảdah njalaαy                 ﯥﻧﻮﺠﻧ ﻩﺩﺎﻴﭘpiyαydah njuni  
ﺮټﻮﻣ ﻲﺘﻤﻴﻗQimati motor (expensive vehicle)          ﻲﺘﻤﻴﻗ
ﻥﺍﺮټﻮﻣexpensive motorαyn  
ﻪﮑﺗﻮﻟﺍ ﻲﺘﻤﻴﻗqimati alwatakah (expensive plane)   ﯥﮑﺗﻮﻟﺍ ﻲﺘﻤﻴﻗqimati 
alwatake  
 
C. Pronouns 
Following are different kinds of Pashto pronouns: 
1. Personal Pronouns 
Personal pronouns are divided into two categories: a) real personal pronouns, and 
b) oblique personal pronouns. For details see the following table: 
 
Real Pronouns 
Plural 
Oblique Pronouns 
Singular* 
Direct Pronouns 
Singular 
Person 
 (We/US)ږﻮﻣ  (I/ Me)ﺎﻣ  (I)ﻩﺯ 1rst m/f. 
 (You/You)ﯥﺳﺎﺗ  (You/You)ﺎﺗ  (You)ﻪﺗ 2nd m/f. 
ﻯﻮﻐﻫ/ ﻯﻭﺩ 
(They / Them) 
 (He/Him)ﻩﺩ  (He)ﮥﻐﻫ/ﻯﺩ 3rd m. 
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(They/Themﻯﻮﻐﻫ 
 (She/Her)ېﺩ  (She)ﻪﻐﻫ/ﺍﺩ 3rd f. 
 
* This table shows that only singular personal pronouns have oblique form. For further details 
see the discussion of case.  
 
2. Possessive Pronouns  
Possessive pronouns are divided into two groups a) Emphatic possessive 
pronouns and b) Non-Emphatic* possessive pronouns. Both kinds have exactly 
the same function. For details see the following table:  
 
Non-Emphatic Emphatic Non-Emphatic Emphatic Person 
ﻮﻣ (our)  ږﻮﻣﺯ(our)  ﯥﻣ(my)  ﺎﻣﺯ(my)  1rst m/f 
ﻮﻣ(your)  ﯥﺳﺎﺘﺳ(your)  ېﺩ(your)  ﺎﺘﺳ(your)  2nd m/f 
ﯥﻳ(their)   ﺩ / ﻯﻭﺩ ﺩ
ﻯﻮﻐﻫ (their) 
ﯥﻳ(his)   /ۀﺩ ﺩ
ﮥﻐﻫﺩ(his)  
3rd m 
ﯥﻳ (their)   ﺩ / ﻯﻭﺩ ﺩ
ﻯﻮﻐﻫ (their) 
ﯥﻳ(her)   ﺩ / ېﺩ ﺩ
ﯥﻐﻫ (her) 
3rd f 
 
Examples: 
Emphatic Pronouns    Non-Emphatic Pronouns 
ﻯﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﻞﺑﺎﮐ ﻪﭘ ﺭﻼﭘ ﺎﻣﺯ    ﻯﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﻞﺑﺎﮐ ﻪﭘ ﯥﻣ ﺭﻼﭘ 
 ﻪﭘ ﺭﻼﭘ ږﻮﻣﺯﻯﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﻞﺑﺎﮐ  ﻯﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﻞﺑﺎﮐ ﻪﭘ ﻮﻣ ﺭﻼﭘ 
ﻯﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﻞﺑﺎﮐ ﻪﭘ ﺭﻼﭘ ﺎﺘﺳ  ﻯﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﻞﺑﺎﮐ ﻪﭘ  ېﺩ ﺭﻼﭘ 
ﻯﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﻞﺑﺎﮐ ﻪﭘ ﺭﻼﭘ ﯥﺳﺎﺘﺳ  ﻯﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﻞﺑﺎﮐ ﻪﭘ ﻮﻣ ﺭﻼﭘ 
ﻯﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﻞﺑﺎﮐ ﮥﭘ ﺭﻼﭘ ﮥﻐﻫﺩ /ۀﺩ ﺩ  ﻯﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﻞﺑﺎﮐ ﮥﭘ ﯥﻳ ﺭﻼﭘ 
ﻯﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﻞﺑﺎﮐ ﮥﭘ ﺭﻼﭘ ﻯﻮﻐﻫﺩ/ﻯﻭﺩ ﺩ ﻯﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﻞﺑﺎﮐ ﮥﭘ ﯥﻳ ﺭﻼﭘ 
 ﺩ / ېﺩ ﺩﻯﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﻞﺑﺎﮐ ﮥﭘ ﺭﻼﭘ ﯥﻐﻫ ﻯﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﻞﺑﺎﮐ ﮥﭘ ﯥﻳ ﺭﻼﭘ 
ﻯﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﻞﺑﺎﮐ ﮥﭘ ﺭﻼﭘ ﻯﻮﻐﻫﺩ /ﻯﻭﺩ ﺩ ﻯﺩ ﯥښﮐ ﻞﺑﺎﮐ ﮥﭘ ﯥﻳ ﺭﻼﭘ 
 
* Non-Emphatic pronouns also work as personal pronouns. Especially it is more obvious past 
tense.  
Examples: 
ړﮐﻭ ﺭﺎﮐ ﺎﻣ    ړﮐﻭ ﯥﻣ ﺭﺎﮐ 
ړﮐﻭ ﺭﺎﮐ ږﻮﻣ    ﺭﺎﮐ ړﮐﻭ ﻮﻣ 
ړﮐﻭ ﺭﺎﮐ ﺎﺗ    ړﮐﻭ ېﺩ ﺭﺎﮐ  
ړﮐﻭ ﺭﺎﮐ ﯥﺳﺎﺗ    ړﮐﻭ ﻮﻣ ﺭﺎﮐ 
ړﮐﻭ ﺭﺎﮐ  ﯥﻐﻫ/ﻪﻐﻫ ،ېﺩ/ﻩﺩ  ړﮐﻭ ﯥﻳ ﺭﺎﮐ 
ړﮐﻭ ﺭﺎﮐ ﻯﻮﻐﻫ/ ﻯﻭﺩ   ړﮐﻭ ﯥﻳ ﺭﺎﮐ 
 
 
 
3. Demonstrative Pronouns 
Demonstrative pronouns identify the distance between the speaker and the 
location of the third person. They also have gender and number variations. For 
details see the following table:  
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Distance 
 
Gender Singular 
 
Plural 
 
Close 
 
Masculine 
Original Oblique Original Oblique 
ﮥﻏﺩ/ﺍﺩ ﮥﻏﺩ/ېﺩ ﮥﻏﺩ ﻮﻏﺩ 
Feminine ﻪﻏﺩ / ﺍﺩ ﯥﻏﺩ / ېﺩ ﻪﻏﺩ ﻮﻏﺩ 
 
Away 
 
Masculine ﮥﻐﻫ ﮥﻐﻫ ﮥﻐﻫ ﻮﻐﻫ 
Feminine ﻪﻐﻫ ﯥﻐﻫ ﮥﻐﻫ ﻮﻐﻫ 
 
Faraway 
Masculine  / ﮥﻏﺎﻫ
ﮥﻏﻮﻫ 
 / ﮥﻏﺎﻫ
ﮥﻏﻮﻫ 
 / ﮥﻏﺎﻫ
ﮥﻏﻮﻫ 
 / ﻮﻏﺎﻫ
ﻮﻏﻮﻫ 
Feminine  / ﻪﻏﺎﻫ
ﻪﻏﻮﻫ 
 / ﯥﻏﺎﻫ
ﯥﻏﻮﻫ 
 / ﻪﻏﺎﻫ
ﻪﻏﻮﻫ 
 / ﻮﻏﺎﻫ
ﻮﻏﻮﻫ 
 
 
4. Directive Pronouns 
In Pashto when an activity takes place between two persons or locations, its 
direction must be specified. This function is accomplished by the use of three 
directive pronouns of /ﺭﻭ ،ﺭﺩ ،ﺍﺭ /, which are prefixed to verbs.  
 
Directive Pronoun Direction to/ towards 
Person 
Direction to/towards 
Location 
ﺍﺭ me/us here 
ﺭﺩ you there/it 
ﺭﻭ him/her/them/it there/that 
 
Examples: 
 ﮥﺗ ﺎﻣ ﮥﻐﻫﺍﺭﻲځ He is coming to towards you. 
 ﮥﺘﻟﺩ ﮥﻐﻫﺍﺭﻲځ He is coming here 
ﮥﺗ ﺎﺗ ﻪﻐﻫ ﺭﺩ ﻲځ He is coming towards you 
 ﮥﺘﻠﻫ ﮥﻐﻫﺭﺩﻲځ He is coming there 
 ﮥﺗ ۀﺩ ﮥﻐﻫﺭﻭ ﻲځ He is going towards him 
 ﮥﺘﻠﻫ ﮥﻐﻫﺭﻭﻲځ He is going there. 
 
5. Interrogative Pronouns 
There are many interrogative pronouns in Pashto. They are used when some kind 
of interrogation is made about the quality, position or action of a person or thing. 
Following are different interrogative pronouns: 
 
a. .   کﻮڅ– ﺎﭼ :  (Who):  They are used to ask about one or more 
persons. It is the same for singular and plural. Both have the same meanings, 
however, /کﻮڅ/ is used in original case while /ﺎﭼ/ is used in oblique 
case.  
Examples:  
 ؟ ﻱﺭﻮﺧ ۍډﻭډ کﻮڅ  ؟ﻪﻟړﻮﺧﻭ ۍډﻭډ ﺎﭼ 
 ؟ﻪﻟړﮐﺭﻭ ۍډﻭډ ﮥﺗ ﺎﭼ ﺎﺗ  ؟ﻪﻟړﮐﺍﺭ ۍډﻭډ ﻪﺗ ږﻮﻣ ﺎﭼ 
؟ﻪﻠﻫﻭ ﻭ کﻮڅﺮټﻮﻣ  ؟ﻪﻠﻫﻭ ﻭ ﯥﻳ کﻮڅ ﻭﺍ ؟ﻪﻠﻫﻭ ﻭ ﺎﭼ 
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b. ﻪڅ: (What): Mostly it is used to ask about the quality or nature of things or 
actions.  
Examples: 
؟ېﻮﮐ ﮥڅ ﮥﺗ 
؟ﻝړﮐﻭ ېﺩ ﻪڅ 
؟ﻝړﮐﺭﻭ ﻪڅ ېﺩ ﻪﺗ ﻪﻐﻫ 
؟ﻞﻳﻭ ﻭ ﻪڅ ﻪﺗ ﻯﻭﺯ ﺭﻼﭘ 
 ؟ﻝﻭ ﻪڅ ﯥښﮐ ﺭﺍﺯﺎﺑ ﻪﭘ 
 
c.   ﻡﻮﮐ– ﻪﻣﻮﮐ  (Who/Whose): It is used for persons, animals and things and 
changes its ford according to gender and number.  
Examples: 
؟ﻱﻮﮐ ﺭﺎﮐ ﻯړﺳ ﻡﻮﮐ  ؟ﻱﻮﮐ ﺭﺎﮐ ﻪځښ ﻪﻣﻮﮐ 
؟ﻱﻮﮐ ﺭﺎﮐ ﻱړﺳ ﻡﻮﮐ  ؟ﻱﻮﮐ ﺭﺎﮐ ﯥځښ ﯥﻣﻮﮐ 
؟ړﮐﻭ ﺭﺎﮐ ﻱړﺳ ﻡﻮﮐ  ؟ړﮐﻭ ﺭﺎﮐ ﯥځښ ﯥﻣﻮﮐ 
؟ړﮐﻭ ﺭﺎﮐ ﻮﻳړﺳ ﻮﻣﻮﮐ  ؟ړﮐﻭ ﺭﺎﮐ ﻮځښ ﻮﻣﻮﮐ 
 
d. ﻪﻠﮐ (When): ascertains the timing of an action or happening. It remains 
unchangeable in all cases. 
Examples: 
 ؟ېﺭﻮﺧ ۍډﻭډ ﻪﻠﮐ ﮥﺗ  ؟ﻪﻟړﻮﺧﻭ ۍډﻭډ ﻪﻠﮐ ﯥﺳﺎﺗ 
؟ﻪﻟړﻮﺧﻭ ۍډﻭډ ﻪﻠﮐ ﻪﻐﻫ ؟ﻪﻟړﻮﺧﻭ ۍډﻭډ ﻪﻠﮐ ﻯﻮﻐﻫ 
؟ﻪﻟړﻮﺧﻭ ۍډﻭډ ﻪﻠﮐ ﺎﻣ  ؟ﻪﻟړﻮﺧﻭ ۍډﻭډ ﻪﻠﮐ ږﻮﻣ 
 
e. ﻮڅ (How many): Determines the number of persons and things when they are 
more than one.  
 
VIII. The Pashto Verb 
A. Root or Stem of the verb: In Pashto we need to identify the stem of the verb (from 
infinitive) from which we can make present and past tenses of the verb. In Pashto 
the future tense does not have separate forms of the verb and the present for is used 
with the addition of ‘BA’ just after the subject. The Pashto verb has been divided 
into 2 categories according to their respective rules of formation. 
1. Category 1 
a. Transitive verbs: These are those verbs to which prefixes and suffixes 
(additions) are added as they are and the original shape of the verb is not 
changed. 
Examples: 
Taral to tie 
GaNal to consider/imagine 
tskal to drink 
Gandal to sew 
khandal to laugh 
Ghandal to condemn 
Karal to sow 
Achawal to wear, to lay (egg) 
Laral to mix, to stir 
Astawal to send 
LeZhal to send 
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Bakhal  to forgive 
Wahal  to beat/hit 
Sảtal  to keep 
Manal   to accept/comply with 
Tumbal  to insert 
Sharal  to drive away (e.g animals) 
Wral  to carry, to take 
Likal  to write 
Stảyal  to praise 
 
Look at the table 1 below. The infitive used here is GANDAL which means to sew. 
 
 
 
b.  Dual nature verbs: In this category we have those verbs which are both 
transitive and intransitive. They also follow same rules as far as the 
formation of present tense is concerned. A list of these verbs is as follows. 
 
RAPEDAL to shake 
KHWAREDAL to disperse 
DAREDAL to get scared 
NATSEDAL to dance 
NAREDAL to collapse 
PASEDAL to get up, wake up, take off 
ZGHALEDAL to run 
CHAGHEDAL to shout 
LOBEDAL to play 
LAGEDAL to receive a blow 
TASHTEDAL to run away 
WEREDAL to get frightened 
LAMBEDAL to take bath 
SHLEDAL to get torn 
 
The stem of the above verbs is made by omitting the final /DAL/ from 
them. And to convert them into present tense we follow the same rules for 
different subjects (pronouns) respectively. Look at the following examples. 
Pronoun Stem of the 
verb 
Present tense Pronoun Past tense 
ZA GAND GANDAM. MA WAGANDAL. 
TA GAND GANDAY. TA WAGANDAL. 
HAGHA GAND GANDI. HAGHA WAGANDAL. 
DA GAND GANDI. DE WAGANDAL. 
HAGHUI GAND GANDI. HAGHUI WAGANDAL. 
TASE GAND GADAI(ST). TASE WAGANDAL. 
MUZH GAND GANDU. MUZH WAGANDAL. 
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a. ZA  RAPEZHAM. I am shaking. 
b. KOTA  KHWAZEZHI. The room is shaking (e.g in an earthquake). 
c. KAUSAR PA SHPA KE WERIZHI. Kausar gets frightened in the night. 
d. ALWATAKA  PATSEZHI. The plane is taking off. 
e. MUZH PA  ITWAR  LOBEZHU. We play on Sunday.  
  
Again in past tense they follow the same rules discussed above. 
Examples: 
a. Za warapedalam. 
b. Ta wadaredalay. 
c. Hagha walagedalo. 
d. Hagha walagedala. 
e. Tase pasedalast. 
f. Haghui wataShtedalu. 
e. Muzh waZhaghedalu. 
 
2. Category 2: In this category we have verbs  that change their forms in present 
and past tenses. They are both transitive and intransitive. 
Examples: 
Watal  to go out  
Khatal  to get on something 
Nkhatal to get stuck 
Niwal  To catch 
Pezhandal To recognize 
Shuwal  to teach 
wishtal  to shoot 
awredal to hear 
GuShtal to want 
Prảnistal to open 
 
a. Present Tense 
In Pashto language, the Present Tense of the verb is made (from the 
infinitive) in the following manner. The verb used is LIKAL, which mean to 
write. 
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Pronoun Stem of the 
verb 
+ FULL 
SENTENCE 
ZA LIK AM ZA LIKAM. 
TA LIK E TA LIKE 
HAGHA 
(Masc. & Fem.) 
LIK I HAGHA LIKI. 
        DAI LIK I DAY LIKI. 
DA LIK I DAA LIKI. 
HAGHUI/DUI LIK I HAGHUI 
LIKI. 
 
TASE LIK AI(ST) TASE LIKIY. 
MUZH LIK U 
 
MUZH LIKU. 
  
 
Negative of the Pashto sentence is made by putting /nah/ just after the subject; while 
interrogative mode of the sentence is just the same as positive with a little more stress 
on the verb at the end.  Examples : 
 
ZA NAH LIKAM. 
TA NAH LIKAY.  
MUZH NAH LIKU. 
 
Note: Simple present tense in Pashto is equivalent to both present indifinite and 
present continuous tenses in English, hence the sentence 
 
ZA DZAM (means both) I go and I am going. 
 
To Go (TLAL) in present tense 
 
Za dzam. I go. 
I am going.  
Ta dzay. You go. 
You are going. 
 
Haghah dzi. He goes. 
He is going. 
 
Dai dzi. He goes. 
He is going. 
Hagha dzi. She goes. 
She is going. 
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Da dzi. She goes. 
She is going. 
Haghui dzi. They go. 
They are going. 
Dui dzi. 
 
They go. 
They are going. 
Tasi dzai-(ast). You (plural) go. 
You (plural) are going. 
Muzh dzu. We go. 
We are going. 
b. Present Perfect Tense 
 Verbs table ‘Infinitives’ 
 
5 4 3 2 1 
Tran(active) Tran(passive) Tran(active) Tran(passive) Irregular tran Irregular int Regular 
tran 
Regular 
int 
Regular 
tran 
ﻝﻮﮐ ﻼﺨﭘ ﻝﺪېﮐ ﻼﺨﭘ ﻝﻭږﻮﺧ ﻝﺪﭔږﻮﺧ ﻝﻮﻴﻧ ﻞﺗﻮﻟﺍ ﻝﻭړﻮﻏ ﻝﺪﭔړﻮﻏ ﻝړﺗ 
ﻝﻮﮐ ﻪﭙﺧ ﻝﺪېﮐ ﻪﭙﺧ ﻝﻮښﺧ ﻝﺪېښﺧ ﻝﺪﻧﻮﻣ ﻞﺗﻭ ﻝﻮﭘﺭ ﻝﺪېﭘﺭ ﻝډﻨګ 
ﻝﻮﮐ ﻮﻫﻻ ﻝﺪېﮐ ﻮﻫﻻ ﻝﻮﻟﻮټ ﻝﺪېﻟﻮټ ﻞﺘﺳﻮﻏﺍ ﻞﺘﺧ ﻏږﻝﻭ ﻝﺪﭔږﻏ ﻝډﻨڅ 
ﻝﻮﮐ ﻪﺗﺎﺷ ﻝﺪېﮐ ﻪﺗﺎﺷ ﻝﻮﻧﺍﻭﺭ ﻝﺪېﻧﺍﻭﺭ ﻝﺪﻴﻟ ﻞﺘﺳﺎﻨﻴښﮐ ﻝﻮﻠﺷ ﻝﺪېﻠﺷ ﻝﻮﭼﺍ 
ﻝﻮﮐ ﻪﺘﺴﻳﺎښ ﻝﺪېﮐ ﻪﺘﺴﻳﺎښ   ﻝﻮﺗﺎﻳﺯ ﻝﺪېﺗﺎﻳﺯ ﻝﺪﭔﺭﻭﺍ ﻞﻠﺗ ﻝﻮګﻟ ﻝﺪېګﻟ ﻝﻮﺘﺳﺍ 
ﻝﻮﮐ ﻪﺗﺮﻴﺑ ﻝﺪېﮐ ﻪﺗﺮﻴﺑ ﻝﻮﻠﺑﻭژ ﻝﺪېﻠﺑﻭژ ﻞﺘﺳﻮﻏﺍ ﻞﺘﺳﻼﻤڅ ﻝﻮﻐﭼ ﻝﺪېﻐﭼ ﻞټﻠﭘ 
ﻝﻮﮐ ﻮﻫﺎﺳ ﻝﺪېﮐ ﻮﻫﺎﺳ ﻝﻮﭼﻭ ﻝﺪېﭼﻭ ﻝړﻮﺧ ﻞﺘښﻏﺭ ﻝﻮﺒﻤﻟ ﻝﺪېﺒﻤﻟ ﻝﺭﺎﭙﺳ 
ﻝﻮﮐ ﻩﺪﻳﻭ ﻝﺪېﮐ ﻩﺪﻳﻭ ﻝﻮﮐﺎﭘ ﻝﺪېﮐﺎﭘ ﻞﺘﺴﻴﻧﺍﺮﭘ ﻞﺘښﻭﺍ ﻝﻭړﻧ ﻝﺪﭔړﻧ ﻞﻨﻣ 
ﻝﻮﮐ ﻩﺩﺍﻭ ﻝﺪېﮐ ﻩﺩﺍﻭ ﻝﻮټﭘ ﻝﺪېټﭘ ﻞﺘﺳﻮﻟ ﻞﺘښﻧ ﻝﻭﺭﺍډ ﻝﺪﭔﺭﺍډ ﻞﻤﻏﺯ 
ﻝﻮﮐ ﻲﭙټ ﻝﺪېﮐ ﻲﭙټ ﻝﻭﺯﻮﮐ ﻝﺪﭔﺯﻮﮐ ﻞﺘﮐ ﻞﻠﺗﺍﺭ ﻝﻭﺪﻨﺧ ﻝﺪﭔﺪﻨﺧ ﻝړﻭ 
 
c. Present Perfect Tense Rules  
For the first 3 set of verbs in the above table, the rules for forming the 
present perfect tense are alike. They are as follows. 
 
Sentence Structure: Subject + (object) + Infinitive (+ai) + helping verb (to 
be).  e.g. 
 
He has read the book.          Hagha kitab lwastai dai. 
  
I have seen him.               ma haghah (dai) lidalai dai. 
 
I have not been to Kabul.      Zah Kabal tah nah yam tlalai yam. 
 
Have you bought the car?      (Aya) tasi motor akhistai dai?   
 (tasi motor akhistai dai ka tsangah)  
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3. Intransitive verbs: 
a. Subjective case is used for the subject. 
b. The verb and helping verb agree with the subject. 
Examples: 
۱. ﻩﺯ ﻠﺗﻭ ﯽ.ﻢﻳ 
۲. ﻪﺗ ﻠﺗﻭ ﯽﯥﻳ. 
۳. ﻪﻐﻫ ﻠﺗﻭ ﯽیﺩ. 
۴. ﻪﻐﻫ ﻠﺗﻭ ﯥﺩﻩ. 
۵. ﻱﻮﻐﻫ ﺗﻭ ﻲﻠﻱﺩ. 
۶. ږﻮﻣ ﻠﺗﻭ ﻲﻮﻳ. 
۷. ﯥﺳﺎﺗ ﻠﺗﻭﻲ ﻳۍ. 
Note if the person in 1st and 2nd person happens to be feminine then the 
sentences would be like. 
۱. ﻩﺯ ﻠﺗﻭ ﯥﻳﻢ. 
۲. ﻪﺗ ﺗﻭﻠ ﯥﻳ.ﯥ 
4. Transitive verbs: 
a. Objective case is used for the subject. 
b. Subjective case is used for the direct object (if there is any). 
c. The verb and helping verb agree with the object (if there is any). 
Examples:  
۱.  ﺎﻣﮏﻴﻟ ﻟﻮﺘﺳﺍ ﯽ.یﺩ. 
۲.  ﺎﻣۍﻟﺍډ ﻟﻮﺘﺳﺍ ﯥﻩﺩ. 
۳.  ﺎﻣﻪﻧﻮﮑﻴﻟ ﻟﻮﺘﺳﺍﻲ ﻱﺩ. 
۴.  ﺎﺗﻩﺯ ﻟﻮﻴﻧ ﯽﻳﻢ. 
۵.  ﯥﻐﻫﻪﺗ ﻟﻮﻴﻧ ﯽﻳ.ﯥ 
۶.  ﺎﺗﺭﻮﻧﺍ) ﻪﻐﻫﻟﻮﻴﻧ ( ﯽیﺩ.    Also  ﺎﺗیﺩ 
ﻟﻮﻴﻧ ﯽ.یﺩ 
۷.  ﺎﺗﻪﺷﻮﻠﭘ) ﻪﻐﻫﻟﻮﻴﻧ ( ﯥﺩﻩ.                And  
 
 
Negative sentences: 
Examples: 
۱. ﻝﺍﻮﭔﺩ  ﻪﻧیﺩ ﻟﺪﭔړﻧﯽ. 
۲. ﻝﺍﻮﭔﺩ ﻟﺪﭔړﻧﯽ  ﻪﻧیﺩ. 
۳.  ﺎﻣۍډﻭډ  ﻪﻧﺩﻩ ﻟړﻮﺧﯥ. 
۴.  ﺎﻣۍډﻭډ ﻟړﻮﺧﯥ  ﻪﻧﺩﻩ. 
۵. ﻥﺎﺟ ﻮﺷ ﻪﭙﺧی  ﻪﻧیﺩ. 
۶.  ﺎﻣﺭﻮﮐ ړﮐ ﻥﺍﺭﻭی  ﻪﻧیﺩ. 
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B. Simple Past Tense of verb 
1. Pashto intransitive verbs 
 
Pronoun Past tense of verb English 
Za Laram. I went. 
Ta  Laaray. You went. 
Haghah/Dai Larai. He went. 
Haghah/Da Larah. She went. 
Haghui Laru. They went. 
Tasi Larai.(st) You(plural) went. 
Muzh Laru. We went. 
 
Make sentences using the following verbs: 
tsamlastal (to sleep);  kenastal (to sit);  ratlal (to come) 
 
 
2. Pashto transitive verb 
a. The past tense of transitive verbs are made by adding the prefix /WA/ with 
the stem of the verbs. 
Example:  Aghustal (to wear) 
 
Pronoun Past tense of verb English 
Ma  Waghust. I wore. 
Ta Waghust. You wore. 
Hagha Waghust He wore. 
Haghay Waghust She wore. 
Haghui Waghust. They wore. 
Tasi Waghust You wore. 
Muzh Waghust We wore. 
 
     Note: in transitive verbs the objective case of the pronoun is used (as subject). 
   
b. All other verbs which are made by adding kawal with nouns are described 
as follows in the past tense. 
Example.  Kar kawal (to work);  lawast kawal (to study) 
 
Pronoun Past tense of verb English 
Ma  Kar wakar I worked. 
Ta Kar wakar You worked. 
Hagha Kar wakar He worked. 
Haghay Kar wakar She worked. 
Haghui Kar wakar They worked. 
Tasi Kar wakar You worked. 
Muzh Kar wakar We worked. 
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c. All other verbs which are made by adding, kedal  with the nouns are made 
past in the following way. 
Example: Udah kedal (to sleep); khaphah kedal (to be angry);  
                  portah kedal (to get up, take off, wake up). 
 
 
2. Transitive Verb 
a. Subjective case for object  
b. Verb agrees with objects 
c. Rules: 
(1) When the object is masculine singular or plural, it ends with the 
auxiliary (ﻭ) 
(2) When the object is singular feminine, it takes the auxiliary (ﻩ), 
(3) When the object is feminine plural they take the auxiliary (ﻱ) at the end 
of the sentence. 
ﻮﻟړﺗﻭ ﯽﭙﺳ ﺎﻣ 
 ﻲﭙﺳ ﺎﻣﻮﻟړﺗﻭ 
ﻪﻟړﺗﻭ ۍﭙﺳ ﺎﻣ 
ﯥﻟړﺗﻭ ۍﭙﺳ ﺎﻣ 
ﻪﻟړﺗﻭ ﺍﻮﻏ ﺎﻣ 
ﯥﻟړﺗﻭ ﻲﻧﺎګﺍﻮﻏ ﺎﻣ 
ﻮﻟړﺗﻭ ﺱﺍ ﻪﻐﻫ 
3BPronoun 7BPast tense of verb English 
Za  Udah shwum. I slept. 
Ta Udah shwe. You  
Hagha Udah Shu. He slept. 
Hagha Udah shwah. She slept. 
Haghui/Dui Udah Shu. They slept. 
Tasi Udah shwai(st). You (p) slept. 
Muzh Uda Shu We slept. 
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  esneT tcefreP tsaP .C
 
 
 
 
 tcefrep tneserp eht gnimrof rof selur eht elbat evoba eht ni sbrev fo tes 3 tsrif eht roF
 .swollof sa era yehT .ekila era esnet
 g.e .)eb ot (brev gnipleh + )ya+( evitinifnI + )tcejbo( + tcejbuS :erutcurtS ecnetneS
 
  ﻭ(   ی.    )ﻫﻐﻪ ﻭﺗﻞ+ﻭ ﯽﻭﺗﻠ ﻫﻐﻪ   
 :sbrev evitisnartnI .1
 .tcejbus eht rof desu si esac evitcejbuS  .a  
 .tcejbus eht htiw eerga brev gnipleh dna brev ehT  .b
 :selpmaxE    
 ﻭﻡ.ﯽ ﻭﺗﻠ ﺯﻩ .۱
 .ﻭېﯽ ﻭﺗﻠ ﺗﻪ .۲
 .ﻭﯽ ﻭﺗﻠ ﻫﻐﻪ .۳
 .ﻩﻭﯥ ﻭﺗﻠ ﻫﻐﻪ .۴
 .ﻭﻭﻠﻲ ﻭﺗ ﻫﻐﻮﻱ .۵
 .ﻭﻭﻲ ﻭﺗﻠ ﻣﻮږ .۶
 .ۍﻭ ﻲﻭﺗﻠ ﺗﺎﺳﯥ .۷
 eht neht eninimef eb ot sneppah nosrep dn2 dna ts1 ni nosrep eht fi etoN
 .ekil eb dluow secnetnes
 .ﻡﻭﯥ ﻭﺗﻠ ﺯﻩ .۱
 ې.ﻭﯥ ﻠﻭﺗ ﺗﻪ .۲
 :sbrev evitisnarT .2
 .tcejbus eht rof desu si esac evitcejbO .a
 .)yna si ereht fi( tcejbo tcerid eht rof desu si esac evitcejbuS .b
 1 2 3 4 5
 narT )evissap(narT )evitca(narT
 )evitca(
 narT
 )evissap(
 ralugerrI
 nart
 ralugerrI
 tni
 ralugeR
 nart
 ralugeR tni ralugeR
 nart
 ﺗړﻝ ﻏﻮړﭔﺪﻝ ﻏﻮړﻭﻝ ﺍﻟﻮﺗﻞ ﻧﻴﻮﻝ ﺧﻮږﭔﺪﻝ ﺧﻮږﻭﻝ ﭘﺨﻼ ﮐېﺪﻝ ﭘﺨﻼ ﮐﻮﻝ
 ګﻨډﻝ ﺭﭘېﺪﻝ ﺭﭘﻮﻝ ﻭﺗﻞ ﻣﻮﻧﺪﻝ ﺧښېﺪﻝ ﺧښﻮﻝ ﺧﭙﻪ ﮐېﺪﻝ ﺧﭙﻪ ﮐﻮﻝ
 څﻨډﻝ ﻏږﭔﺪﻝ ﻏږﻭﻝ ﺧﺘﻞ ﺍﻏﻮﺳﺘﻞ ټﻮﻟېﺪﻝ ټﻮﻟﻮﻝ ﻻﻫﻮ ﮐېﺪﻝ ﻻﻫﻮ ﮐﻮﻝ
ﮐښﻴﻨﺎﺳﺘ ﻟﻴﺪﻝ ﺭﻭﺍﻧېﺪﻝ ﺭﻭﺍﻧﻮﻝ ﺷﺎﺗﻪ ﮐېﺪﻝ ﺷﺎﺗﻪ ﮐﻮﻝ
 ﻝ
 ﺍﭼﻮﻝ ﺷﻠېﺪﻝ ﺷﻠﻮﻝ
ښﺎﻳﺴﺘﻪ 
 ﮐﻮﻝ
ښﺎﻳﺴﺘﻪ 
 ﮐېﺪﻝ
 ﺍﺳﺘﻮﻝ ﻟګېﺪﻝ ﻟګﻮﻝ ﺗﻠﻞ ﺍﻭﺭﭔﺪﻝ ﺯﻳﺎﺗېﺪﻝ ﺯﻳﺎﺗﻮﻝ
ﺑﻴﺮﺗﻪ  ﺑﻴﺮﺗﻪ ﮐﻮﻝ
 ﮐېﺪﻝ
 ﭘﻠټﻞ ﭼﻐېﺪﻝ ﭼﻐﻮﻝ څﻤﻼﺳﺘﻞ ﺍﻏﻮﺳﺘﻞ ژﻭﺑﻠېﺪﻝ ژﻭﺑﻠﻮﻝ
 ﺳﭙﺎﺭﻝ ﻟﻤﺒېﺪﻝ ﻟﻤﺒﻮﻝ ﺭﻏښﺘﻞ ﺧﻮړﻝ ﻭﭼېﺪﻝ ﻭﭼﻮﻝ ﺳﺎﻫﻮ ﮐېﺪﻝ ﺳﺎﻫﻮ ﮐﻮﻝ
ﭘﺮﺍﻧﻴﺴﺘ ﭘﺎﮐېﺪﻝ ﭘﺎﮐﻮﻝ ﻭﻳﺪﻩ ﮐېﺪﻝ ﻭﻳﺪﻩ ﮐﻮﻝ
 ﻝ
 ﻣﻨﻞ ﻧړﭔﺪﻝ ﻧړﻭﻝ ﺍﻭښﺘﻞ
 ﺯﻏﻤﻞ ډﺍﺭﭔﺪﻝ ډﺍﺭﻭﻝ ﻧښﺘﻞ ﻟﻮﺳﺘﻞ ﭘټېﺪﻝ ﭘټﻮﻝ ﻭﺍﺩﻩ ﮐېﺪﻝ ﻭﺍﺩﻩ ﮐﻮﻝ
 ﻭړﻝ ﺧﻨﺪﭔﺪﻝ ﺧﻨﺪﻭﻝ ﺭﺍﺗﻠﻞ ﮐﺘﻞ ﮐﻮﺯﭔﺪﻝ ﮐﻮﺯﻭﻝ ټﭙﻲ ﮐېﺪﻝ ټﭙﻲ ﮐﻮﻝ
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c. The verb and helping verb agree with the object (if there is any). 
Examples:  
۱.  ﺎﻣﮏﻴﻟ ﻟﻮﺘﺳﺍ ﯽﻭ. 
۲.  ﺎﻣۍﻟﺍډ ﻟﻮﺘﺳﺍ ﯥﻭﻩ. 
۳.  ﺎﻣﻪﻧﻮﮑﻴﻟ ﻟﻮﺘﺳﺍﻲ ﻭﻭ. 
۴.  ﺎﺗﻩﺯ ﻟﻮﻴﻧ ﯽﻭﻡ. 
۵.  ﯥﻐﻫﻪﺗ ﻟﻮﻴﻧ ﯽﻭ.ې 
۶.  ﺎﺗﺭﻮﻧﺍ) ﻪﻐﻫﻟﻮﻴﻧ ( ﯽﻭ.    Also  ﺎﺗیﺩ 
ﻟﻮﻴﻧ ﯽﻭ. 
۷.  ﺎﺗﻪﺷﻮﻠﭘ) ﻪﻐﻫﻟﻮﻴﻧ ( ﯥﻭﻩ.                And  
 ﺎﺗﺍﺩ ﻟﻮﻴﻧﻩﺩ ﯥ. 
۸.  ﺎﺗﻱﻮﻐﻫ ﻟﻮﻴﻧ ﻲﻭﻭ. 
۹.  ﺎﺗږﻮﻣ ﻟﻮﻴﻧ ﻲﻭﻭ. 
۱۰.  ﻲﻟﻮﻴﻧ ﯥﺳﺎﺗ ﯥﻐﻫﻭ.ۍ  
 
3. Rules for verbs in set 4 and set 5:  Set 4 and 5 have the same kind of verbs. They 
have been made verbs by putting either KAWAL or KEDAL with 
nouns/adjectives. (KAWAL means ‘to do’ and KEDAL means ‘to happen’ that is 
to say verbs with KAWAL are active verbs and verbs with KEDAL are passive 
verbs). Set 4 is different than set 5 only in that these verbs have been made by 
joining together a noun or adjective and KAWAL and KEDAL respectively. 
Examples: 
 ږﻮﺧ = ﻝﺪﻴﮐږﻮﺧﻝﺪﻳ 
 ﺕﺎﻳﺯﻝﻮﮐ ﺗﺎﻳﺯ =ﻝﻮ 
a. Rules for verbs with KEDAL (ﻝﺪﻴﮐ): 
       (1)  Sentence structure: 
 Subject + noun/adjective+shaway+helping verb (to be). 
 
 یﻮﺷ ﻩﺪﻳﻭ ﻪﻐﻫﻭ. 
(2) Subjective case is used. 
(3) Verb and helping verb agree with the subject. 
Examples: 
۱. ﻩﺯ  ﻩﺪﻳﻭ یﻮﺷﻭﻡ. 
۲. ﻪﺗ  ﻩﺪﻳﻭ یﻮﺷﻭ.ې 
۳. ﻪﻐﻫ  ﻩﺪﻳﻭ (ﺲﻳﺮﮐ) یﻮﺷﻭ. 
۴. ﻪﻐﻫ  ﻩﺪﻳﻭ (ﻦﻠﻴﻫ) ېﻮﺷﻭﻩ. 
۵. ﻱﻮﻐﻫ  ﻩﺪﻳﻭ ﻱﻮﺷﻭﻭ. 
۶. ږﻮﻣ  ﻩﺪﻳﻭ ﻱﻮﺷﻭﻭ. 
۷. ﯥﺳﺎﺗ  ﻩﺪﻳﻭﻱﻮﺷ ﻭ.ۍ 
b. Rules for verbs with KAWAL: (ﻝﻮﮐ) 
    (1) Sentence structure. 
Subject + noun/adjective + kar*ay + helping verb (to be). 
Example: (the infinitive used is /Pakawal/) 
 
ﻪﻐﻫ  کﺎﭘیړﮐ ﻭ. 
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 .tcejbus eht rof desu si esac evitcejbO )2(
 .)tcerid( tcejbo eht rof desu si esac evitcejbuS )3(
 .)tcerid( tcejbo eht htiw eerga brev gnipleh dna brev ehT )4(
 :selpmaxE
 .ﻡﻭی ﺧﻮږ ﮐړ ﺯﻩﺗﺎ  .۱
 .ېﻭی ﺧﻮږ ﮐړ ﺗﻪﻣﺎ  .۲
 .ﻭی ﺗﺎ ﻫﻐﻪ )ﺳﻠﻴﻢ( ﺧﭙﻪ ﮐړ .۳
 .ﻩﻭې )ګﻼﻟۍ( ﺧﭙﻪ ﮐړ ﻫﻐﻪﺗﺎ  .۴
 .ﻭﻭﻱ )ﺳﻠﻴﻢ ﺍﻭ ګﻼﻟۍ( ﺧﭙﻪ ﮐړ ﻫﻐﻮﻱﺗﺎ  .۵
 .ﻭﻭﻱ ﮐړﺧﭙﻪ  ﻣﻮږﺗﺎ  .۶
 .ۍﻭﻱ ﮐړﺧﭙﻪ  ﺗﺎﺳﯥﻣﺎ  .۷
 .ﻩﻭې ﮐړﭘﺎﮐﻪ  ﺧﭙﻠﻪ ﮐﻮټﻪﻫﻐﯥ  .۹
 .ﻭﻭﻱ ﮐړﭘټ  ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻮﻧﻪﻏﻞ  .۰۱
 
 :secnetnes evitageN )5(
 :selpmaxE
 .ﯽﻧړﭔﺪﻟ ﻭﻧﻪ  ﺩﭔﻮﺍﻝ .۱
 .ﻭﻧﻪ  ﯽﻧړﭔﺪﻟ ﺩﭔﻮﺍﻝ .۲
 .ﯥﺧﻮړﻟ ﻩﻭﻧﻪ  ډﻭډۍﻣﺎ  .۳
 .ﻩﻭﻧﻪ  ﯥﺧﻮړﻟ ډﻭډۍﻣﺎ  .۴
 .ﻭﻧﻪ  یﺧﭙﻪ ﺷﻮ ﺟﺎﻥ .۵
 
 
 tcefrep tneserP         tcefrep tsaP       
 
ﻣﺎ ﻟېﮏ ﺍﺳﺘﻮﻟﯽ       ﻣﺎ ﻟېﮏ ﺍ ﺳﺘﻮﻟﯽ ﺩی 
 ﻭ
 ﻣﺮﭔﻢ ﻟېﮏ ﺍﺳﺘﻮﻟﯽ ﻭ     ﻣﺮﭔﻢ ﻟېﮏ ﺍﺳﺘﻮﻟﯽ ﺩی
 ډﭔﻮډ ﻟﻴﮏ ﺍﺳﺘﻮﻟﯽ ﻭ     ډﭔﻮډ ﻟﻴﮏ ﺍﺳﺘﻮﻟﯽ ﺩی
 ﻣﻮږﻟﻴﮏ ﺍﺳﺘﻮﻟﯽ ﻭ     ﻣﻮږ ﻟﻴﮏ ﺍﺳﺘﻮﻟﯽ ﺩی
 ﻫﻐﻮ ﻱ ﻟﻴﮏ ﺍﺳﺘﻮﻟﯽ ﻭ     ﺍﺳﺘﻮﻟﯽ  ﺩیﻫﻐﻮ ﻱ ﻟﻴﮏ 
 ﺗﻌﻤﻴﺮ ﻧړ ﻳﺪﻟﯽ  ﻭ     ﺗﻌﻤﻴﺮ ﻧړ ﻳﺪﻟﯽ  ﺩی
 
 sa era tcefrep tsap otni tcefrep tneserp morf sbrev yrailixua ni segnahC )6(
 .swollof
 
 ﻭﻡ otnI ﻳﻢ
 ﻭې otnI ﻳﯥ
 ﻭ otnI ﺩی
 ﻭﻩ otnI ﺩﻩ
 ﻭﻭ otnI ﺩﻱ
 ﻭﻭ otnI ﻳﻮ
 ﻯﻭ otni ﻳﻰ
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 esneT erutuF .D
 esnet erutuf ni eb oT  .1
 
 
  –ﺯﻩ ﺑﻪ ﻭﻳﺪﻩ ﻳﻢ  .1
 –ﺗﻪ ﺑﻪ ﻧﺎﺳﺖ ﻳﯥ  .2
 –ﻫﻐﻪ ﺑﻪ ﻧﺎﺭﻭﻏﻪ ﻭﻱ  .3
 ﺸﻮﺑﻪ ﺳﭙﻴﻨﻪ ﻭﻱ ـﻴﭘ .4
 ﻻﻻ ﺑﻪ ﺧﭙﻪ ﻭﻱ ـ .5
 څﻮﮐۍ ﺑﻪ ﻧﻮې ﻭﻱ ـ .6
 ﺧﻮﻟۍ ﺑﻪ ﺯړﻩ ﻭﻱ ـ .7
 –ﺗﻌﻤﻴﺮﺑﻪ ﻟﻮړ ﻭﻱ  .8
 ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻮﻧﻪ ﺑﻪ ګﺮﺍﻥ ﻭﻱ ـ .9
 ﻟﻮﺳﺖ ﺑﻪ ﺍﺳﺎﻥ ﻭﻱ ـ .01
 ﺍﻟﻮﺗﮑﻪ ﺑﻪ ﭘﻮﺭﺗﻪ ﻭﻱ ـ .11
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2. To be in present, past and future tenses 
 
 
 
Present 
 
Past 
 
Future 
 
ZA STARAI YAM. 
 
ړﺘﺳ ﻩﺯﻯ  ﻢﻳ۔  
 
ZA STARAI  WAM. 
 
ړﺘﺳ ﻩﺯﻯ  ﻡﻭ۔  
 
ZA  BA  STARAI  YAM. 
 
ړﺘﺳ ﻪﺑ ﻩﺯﻯ  ﻢﻳ۔  
 
TA STARAI YE. 
 
ﺘﺳ ﻪﺗﻯړ ﻳﯥ۔  
 
TA STARAI WAY. 
 
ړﺘﺳ ﻪﺗﻯ  ېﻭ۔  
 
TA BA STARAI YE. 
 
ﭔړﺘﺳ ﻪﺑ ﻪﺗﻰ ـ ﯥﻳ   
 
HAGHA STARAI DAY. 
 
ړﺘﺳ ﻪﻐﻫﻯ ﺩﻯ ۔  
 
HAGHA STARAI WO. 
 
ړﺘﺳ ﻪﻐﻫ ﻯ  ﻭ۔  
 
HAGHA BA STARAI WI. 
 
ړﺘﺳ ﻪﺑ ﻪﻐﻫ ﻯ  ﻱﻭ۔  
 
HAGHA STARE DA. 
 
ړﺘﺳ ﻪﻐﻫې  ﻩﺩ۔  
 
HAGHA STARE WA. 
 
ړﺘﺳ ﻪﻐﻫې  ﻩﻭ۔  
 
HAGHA BA STARE WI. 
 
 ﻱﻭ ﻯړﺘﺳ ﻪﺑ ﻪﻐﻫ۔  
 
HAGHUI STARI DI. 
 
ﻮﻐﻫﻯ  ﻱﺩ ﻱړﺘﺳ۔  
 
HAGHUI STARI WU. 
 
ﻮﻐﻫﻯ  ﻭﻭ ﻱړﺘﺳ۔  
 
HAGHUI BA STARI WI. 
 
ﻮﻐﻫﻯ  ﻱﻭ ﻱړﺘﺳ ﻪﺑ۔  
 
MUZH STARI YU. 
 
 ﻮﻳ ﻱړﺘﺳ ږﻮﻣ۔  
 
MUZH STARI WU. 
 
 ﻭﻭ ﻱړﺘﺳ ږﻮﻣ۔  
 
MUZH BA STARI YU. 
 
 ﻮﻳ ﻱړﺘﺳ ﻪﺑ ږﻮﻣ۔  
 
TASE STARI YAI. 
 
ﻳ ﻱړﺘﺳ ﯥﺳﺎﺗﻰ ۔  
 
TASE STARI WAI. 
 
ﻭ ﻱړﺘﺳ ﯥﺳﺎﺗﻯ ۔  
 
TASE BA  STARI YAI. 
 
ﻳ ﻱړﺘﺳ ﻪﺑ ﯥﺳﺎﺗﻰ ۔  
 
MEZ ZARGHUN DAI. 
 
ﺩ ﻥﻮﻏﺭﺯ ﺰﻴﻣﻯ ـ  
 
MEZ ZARGHUN WU. 
 
ـ ﻭ ﻥﻮﻏﺭﺯ ﺰﻴﻣ 
 
MEZ BA ZARGHUN WI. 
 
ـ ﻱﻭ ﻥﻮﻏﺭﺯ ﻪﺑ ﺰﻴﻣ 
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E. Imperatives in Pashto 
1.  Imperatives are commands given to another person or persons. Imperatives can 
be obtained by using the verb as an implied sentence which gives full sense of 
meaning. In Pashto, there are two main types of commands: 
a.  Instant command: This command is used to do an action on the moment for 
one time: Do it now. 
b.  Habitual command: This command is given to keep the continuity of 
action: Keep it doing. 
 
2. Rules for obtaining imperatives 
a. Regular transitive verbs follow a uniform pattern. When the command is 
intended for a singular person ﻭ   is placed before the verb and the end ﻝ 
is replaced with ﻩ  
b. When the command is intended for more than one person ﻭ   is placed 
before the verb and ۍ   replaces the end   ﻝ   of the infinitives.  
c. The verb ending with ﻝﺪﭔ   will be replaced with ﻩږ   for singular and 
ۍږ   for plural command: Examples:   
 
 ﻪﻧ ﻝړﺗ  ﺩ  ﻩړﺗﻭ          ﺉړﺗﻭ 
ﻪﻧ ﻝډﻨګ ﺩ  ﻩډﻨګﻭ   ﺉډﻨګﻭ 
ﻝﻮﭼﺍ ﺩ  ﻪﻧ ﻩﻮﭼﺍﻭ         ﺉﻮﭼﺍﻭ 
ﻪﻧ ﻝﻮﺘﺳﺍ ﺩ  ﻩﻮﺘﺳﺍﻭ  ﺉﻮﺘﺳﺍﻭ  
ﻪﻧ ﻞټﻠﭘ ﺩ  ﻪټﻠﭘﻭ  ﺉﻮټﻠﭘﻭ 
ﻪﻧ ﻝﺭﺎﭙﺳ ﺩ  ﻩﺭﺎﭙﺳﻭ  ﺉﺭﺎﭙﺳﻭ 
ﻪﻧ ﻞﻨﻣ ﺩ  ﻪﻨﻣﻭ           ﺊﻨﻣﻭ 
ﻪﻧ ﻞﻤﻏﺯ ﺩ  ﻭﻪﻤﻏﺯ  ﺊﻤﻏﺯﻭ 
 
IX. Dialogues 
A. Disarm and Search 
Written Dialogue 1 (English): A soldier encounters a man carrying a gun.  The 
soldier controls the situation. 
 
Soldier: Stop! 
   
  Stop or I will shoot! (The gunman stops) 
 
  Do not move!  Do not raise your weapon! 
 
  Put your weapon down!  Surrender! 
 
  Hands up!  Turn around! 
 
  Come here!  Walk forward! 
 
  Stop!  Stay there! 
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(When the soldier is satisfied that it is safe to approach the gunman) 
 
   We must search you. 
 
   Hands down 
 
 
Written Dialogue 1 (Pashto): A soldier encounters a man carrying a gun.  The 
soldier controls the situation. 
 
Soldier: drezh! 
   
  drezh, kane za daz kawam! (The gunman stops) 
 
  ma shora!  khpala wasla ma porta kawa! 
 
  khpala wasla waachawa!  taslim! 
 
  laasuna porta kra!  shaa gardz! 
 
  dalta raasa!  wraande raasa! 
 
  drezh!  daghalta wadarezha! 
 
(When the soldier is satisfied that it is safe to approach the gunman) 
 
  muzh taa talaashi kawu. 
   
  laasuna kshata kra. 
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1.  Vocabulary and Grammar 
a. Vocabulary 
 dushman   enemy 
  wraande   forward 
  porta   up 
  kShata/ Khakta    down 
  tol    all 
  Zhar!   quick!  
 
b. Imperative in Pashto: Rules for forming imperatives are as follows: 
(1) For singular you:  wa+root of the verb+a 
 Example 
wa+darezh+a  wadarezha 
The infinitive is daredal meaning to stand up or to stop 
 
wa+achaw+a  waachawa 
The infinitive is achawal which means to put down 
 
 (2) For plural you:  wa+root of the verb+ai 
 Example 
wa+darezh+ai wadarezhai 
wa+achaw+ai  waachawai 
 
 (3) Those verbs which are made of two segments do not take the 
imperative marker wa- ist segment+root of the verb+a/ai 
Example 
raa+s+a  raa+s+ai    come  
 
Please note that the infinitive is raatlal(to come), a combination of the 
directive pronoun raa (to me/us) and tlal (to go). In this case                                             
raa replaces wa- . 
 
(4) Those verbs which are made by the combination of an adjective/noun 
and the verb kawal (to do) are formed in the following manner 
i. Positive command 
  adjective/noun + kr+a (s) 
  adjective/noun   +kr+ai (p) 
  Example 
  (laasuna) porta kra  raise (your) hands(s) 
  (laasuna) porta krai  raise (your) hands(p) 
  (laasuna) kshata kra  lower (your) hands 
  (laasuna) kshata krai  lower (your) hands 
 
ii. Negative commands 
  ma   +adjective    + kaw+a 
  ma   +adjective    + kaw+ai 
  Example 
  (wasla) ma porta kawa  do not raise (your) weapon(s) 
(wasle) ma porta kawai  do not raise (your) weapons(p) 
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Please note that ma is equivalent of the English do not and it 
replaces wa in imperatives. 
Examples 
wa+shor+a    washora     move 
ma shora      do not move 
 
(5) When kawal is used as an independent verb then the imperative is 
fromed in the following manner 
  i. Positive commands 
     object  +  wa+kr+a  (s) 
     object  +  wa+kr+ai (p) 
  Examples 
     daz wakra daz wakrai  fire! 
    prot wakra prot wakrai  lie down! 
   Please note that prot is a noun meaning the state of lying down. 
  
  ii. Negative commands 
    object  +  ma   +   kaw+a 
    object  +  ma   +   kaw+ai 
          Examples 
  daz ma kawa daz ma kawai  do not fire! 
  prot ma kawa prot ma kawai do not lie down! 
 
c. Vocabulary notes 
laasuna  hands. This is plural of laas following a regular 
pattern of making plural. 
 
drezh! stop. According to the rules we should have 
wadarezha for stop, but in spoken Pashto drezh 
is used as a sign of warning, especially by 
military. 
 
kane otherwise. The word is a short form of ka na wi, 
meaning if not. 
 
Daz fire (noun),a shot. The word is onomatopoeic i.e. 
it directly imitates the sound made when firing 
and because it is a noun and roughly corresponds 
to a shot/one shot in English that’s why kawal 
(to do) is used before it to make it a verb. 
 
kawam   I am doing/ I will do.  
  
sama (khabara) da it (this thing) is alright. 
 
khpala your. This is feminine of khpal.This word 
always points to the subject and the subject in 
this case is 2nd person. Here it agrees with wasla, 
weapon. 
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taslim! surrender!. The word is a noun which means the 
state of surrender, but when it is said in a 
warning tone it has this meaning. The full 
expression is taslim sa! Or taslim sai! sa or sai 
mean be, in other words it is imperative from the 
verb kedal. 
 
shaa gradz! turn around!, silmilarly we have warning in 
short form for turn around in this expression, 
wherein shaa is short for pa shaa meaning on 
back and gardz is short for wa+gardz+a 
(wagardza or wagardzai) meaning turn! Please 
note that the infinitive of the verb is gardzedal 
which has two meanings, 1 to walk and 2 to turn 
(around). 
   
daghalta there. This verb points to a particular place.The 
expression daghalta wadarezha means stay 
there (where you are).   
   
chup! quiet!, silent! . This is again short for chup 
sa/sai. 
   
pa lor in the direction of. It literally means on the 
direction of zmaa pa lor in my direction,towards 
me 
 
khpal kin, relative. za khpal yam means that I am one 
among you, I am not enemy. 
 
waayai you say. Its infinitive is waayal, hence the 
present  form for 2nd person plural is stem+ai 
waay+ai. 
   
pa waar yao one at a time. Literally it means on turn one, or 
one on (his) turn. 
   
darwadzu we are coming out. The verb is a combination of 
two segments, the directive pronoun dar 
meaning to you or towards you and watal 
meaning to go out. 
  
manam   I obey, I agree. Its infinitive is manal. 
   
porta!   up!. This is short from porta sa/sai, be up! 
 
dza!   go!. Its infinitive is tlal. 
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dardzam i am coming (towards you). Its infinitive is 
dartlal which is a combination of the directive 
pronoun dar and tlal which means to go. 
  
d. Selected phrases 
sama da alright. sama is feminine of sam and it means 
right, correct. da has been used because 
khabara is implied. 
 
talaashi kawu we are searching or we will search. The 
infinitive is  
 talashi kawal meaning to do (carry out) a 
search. 
 
muzh taslim yu we surrender. Literally the expression means we 
are in state of giving ourselves up. 
 
taase che tsa waayai whatever you say, Literally this expression 
means, you(p) that what(ever) say, whatever that 
you say. 
  
laas ma warwra! do not touch. The infinitive is laas warwral ,to 
touch something. warwral is the combination of 
the directive pronoun war meaning in the 
direction of a third person or place or thing and 
wral meaning to carry. So literally the sentence 
khpale wasle t’ laas ma warwra means, do not 
carry hands towards your weapon. 
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B. Stopping & Searching a Vehicle 
Written Dialogue 2 (English) 
 
Soldier:   (Appropriate Greeting) 
 
Local:   (Appropriate Greeting) 
 
Soldier:    Is this your lorry? 
 
Local:    Yes, it is. 
 
Soldier:    This is a busy junction. You cannot leave it here. You must move it.  
 
Local:    I cannot move it. I am waiting for my brother.  He is bringing fuel. 
 
Soldier:    Where is your brother? 
 
Local:    Gone to the petrol station.  I have run out of fuel.  
 
Soldier:    You must get the lorry off the road. 
 
Local:    Where? 
 
Soldier:   Over there (he points). Off the road. 
 
Local:    Yes, okay. 
 
Soldier:    Great! Thank you for your help. Goodbye. 
 
Local:    Goodbye. 
 
 
Written Dialogue 2 (Pashto)  
 
Soldier:   salaamu alaikum. 
 
Local:   walaikum salaam. 
 
Soldier:    daa staa laarai da?  
 
Local:    ho, zmaa da. 
 
Soldier:   pa de duraahi ke berobaar day. ta daa dalta na se preshodalay. daa lare 
kra.  
 
Local:    za na sam lare kawalay. daa kharaaba da. 
 
Soldier:    sha… ka ta daa na lare kawe, no za ba ye lare kram. 
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Local:    sha…. chere?  
 
Soldier:    halta. 
 
Local:    chere? 
 
Soldier:   halta (he points). d’ sarak sara. 
 
Local:    ho, za daa kawalay sam. 
 
Soldier:    der sha! staa d’ mraste dera manna. d’ khuday pa amaan 
 
Local:    d’ khuday pa amaan 
 
1. Vocabulary notes    
duraahi  junction 
 
berobaar hustle and bustle. This word is a noun and does not 
have an exact equivalent in English. It describes the 
state of being busy. 
 
preshodalay (can) leave. (preshodal+ay). In spoken Pashto however 
the middle -al are usually dropped. 
 
lare kra move, remove. This is the imperative form of lare 
kawal which literally means to take/carry something 
away/far. 
 
darawalay  (can) stop, park 
 
panchar  punctured, flat 
 
tela kawalay  (can) push  
 
intezaar kawam (am) waiting 
 
raawri (is) bringing. The infinitive of the verb is raa+wral, raa 
(to me/us) is the directive pronoun and wral means to 
carry. 
 
d’ telo tank petrol (oil) station. taank has come to Pashto from the 
English word tank. 
 
khlaas sawi di (have) finished. This is the present perfect form of the 
verb khlaasedal (synthesis of khlaas kedal). In the 
present (and past) perfect tenses kedal changes into 
saway, sawe and sawi depending on the object. 
 
hoka  okay 
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C. Conducting a house search 
Written Dialogue 3 (English) 
 
Soldier:  (Soft knock)  
 
Householder:  Who are you?   
 
Soldier:   British Army. Please can you open the door? 
 
Householder:  What do you want? 
 
Soldier:   Please, we want to search your house. 
 
Householder:  Why? 
 
Soldier:   This is a routine search. We are looking for illegal weapons. 
 
Householder:  You can come in but there is nothing here. 
 
Soldier:  Can you bring together all the occupants of the house in one 
room? 
 
Householder:  My father is sick. I do not want to upset him. 
 
Soldier:  We will try not to inconvenience anyone. What is behind this 
door? 
 
Householder:  The kitchen. 
 
Soldier:    It is locked. Can you open it? 
 
Householder:  Do you want to see every room? 
 
Soldier:   Yes, we must search every room. We must now search upstairs. 
  What is above here? 
 
Householder:  That is the roof. You must go outside and climb up the steps
 behind the house to get onto the roof. 
 
Soldier:   Do you have a cellar? 
 
Householder:  There is a small larder under the house. You must go through 
here and turn left. At the front of the house there are some steps 
which lead down to the larder. 
 
Soldier:   The search is over thank you for your cooperation. 
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Written Dialogue 3 (Pashto) 
 
Householder:   taase tsaok yaast? 
 
Soldier:   Mozh Britanawi askar yu. lutfan taase war khlaasawalay sai? 
 
Householder: taase tsa ghwaarai? 
 
Soldier:  lutfan muzh danana dar-tlay su, ao staase d’ kor talaashi 
kawalay su? 
 
Householder:  wale? 
 
Soldier:   daa d’ maamul talaashi da. muzh gher qaanuni wasle latawu. 
 
Householder:  taase raatlay sai kho dalta hits nasta. 
 
Soldier:   ta kawalay se d’ kor tol kasaan yawe khune ta bodze? 
 
Householder:  zmaa plaar naajora day. za na ghwaaram hagha pareshaan kram. 
 
Soldier:  muzh ba hatsa wakru, hichaa t’ zahmat war na kru. d’ de 
darwaaze tar sha tsa di? 
 
Householder:  daa ashpazkhaana. 
 
Soldier:   daa qulf da. ta kawalay se khlaasa ye kre? 
 
Householder:  taase hara khuna gorai? 
 
Soldier:  ho, muzh baayad hara khuna wagoru. muzh us baayad 
baalaakhaana wagoru. dalta paas tsa di? 
 
Householder:  daa baam day. taase baayad de baande wlaar sai ao d’ kor tar
 shaa pa zina baam t’ wakhezhai.  
 
Soldier:   taase zerzamini larai? 
 
Householder:  tar kor laande yawa wara zerzamini sta. taase baayad dalta 
warsai ao chap laas t’ wagardzai. d’ kor tar makh yao tso zinay 
di, pa haghui taase zerzamini ta talay sai. 
 
Soldier:  talaashi tarsara swa, staa d’ mraste dera manana 
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1. Vocabulary and grammar 
a. Vocabulary 
war door 
danana inside 
talaashi search (noun) 
wale? why? 
ma’mul routine(noun) 
zahmat trouble 
budai old (f) 
hatsa try (noun) 
baalaakhaana upper storey/upstairs 
baam roof 
gudaam storeroom 
zina steps 
zerzamini cellar,larder 
wara small (f) 
hara every 
chap left 
shi right 
 
b. Prepositions 
tar makh in front of 
tar shaa behind 
paas up, above, upstairs 
tar tsang beside 
 
c. Vocabulary notes 
ghwaarai   you (p) want, from ghushtal 
 
dartlay (can) come, from dartlal which means to come 
to you(i.e. in your direction),the word is 
combination of the directive pronoun dar 
meaning to you, in your direction and Tlal 
meaning to go (dartlal). According to the rule it 
should have been dartlalay (dartlal+ay), but in 
spoken Pashto the middle al is dropped. 
  
kawalay   to do, from kawal (kawal+ay)  
  
da   is. It agrees with talaashi which is feminine 
  
gher-qaanuni  illegal, the prefix gher makes the word opposite, 
    
qaanuni   legal, the word is adjective from qaanun which 
    means law 
  
nashayi toki drugs. The phrasal noun literally means 
intoxicating rial. 
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wasle weapons. This is plural of wasla. Note: wasla 
can also be used as plural 
  
latawu   we are searching (looking for), from latawal 
       lataw+u (we are looking for) 
  
raatlay come(you can), the word is combination of 
directive pronoun raa meaning to us, in our 
direction and tlal meaning to go. Grammatically 
the word should be raatlalay, but again as in the 
case of dartlay, in spoken Pashto al is dropped  
  
hits nasta there is nothing. Literally the sentence means 
there is not anything. 
  
hits   anything, 
  
nasta there is not, nasta is negative from sta which 
means there is. It is also used for plural, so it 
also means there are 
  
ba paida na krai     (you) will not find. The infinitive of this verb 
phrase is paida kawal. 
  
kawalay se?   can you do? 
  
yawe   one, prepositional case of yawa 
  
khune   room, prepositional case of khuna 
  
d’ khob khune bedroom. This phrasal noun literally means, of 
sleep room. 
  
bodze you(s) take,  from botlal meaning to take 
someone somewhere 
 
yao dzay krai (you) collect, bring together. The infinitive of 
this verbal phrase is yao dzay kawal, to bring to 
one place. 
  
naajora ill. The negative prefix naa causes the word to 
end in -a. 
 
na ghwaaram  I don’t want, from verb ghushtal (irregular in 
present tense) ghwaar+am 
  
pareshaan  upset (adj) 
  
kram   i do, present from kawal, kr+am 
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ye weak pronoun for him. Note: ye is a weak 
pronoun for both, objective and possessive cases.  
       Examples: 
       pareshaan ye kram 
       I do/make him upset. 
       daa ye kitaab day. 
This is his book.(this sentence implies that we 
know him already) 
  
hichaa t’   to anyone 
  
hitchaa no one. The word is the short form of hits-chaa 
please note that this is the object case of hits-
tsok. Both the above words are only used in 
negative sentences, so together with a negative 
marker/word they mean no one. E.g. dalta hits-
tsok nasta There is no one here. 
 
war na kru negative of warkru which means we give from 
warkawal. Note: na is always put in the middle 
of any verb which has two parts. In all instances 
where wa marker is used the verb naturally gets 
split into two segments. 
 
de    prepositional case of daa meaning this  
 
darwaaze   door, prepositional case of darwaaza 
  
tar sha         behind 
  
ashpazkhaana kitchen, Persian compound word meaning 
cooking place 
  
qulf   locked. The word is also a noun meaning lock 
  
gorai   (you) are looking/seeing/searching. 
  
wakhezhai  climb. This is plural imperative from khatal. 
  
shi    right. This is the prepositional of shay. 
 
tlay sai   (you p) can go (down). 
 
tarsara swa ended, came to an end. This is the past of 
tarsara kedal. tarsara is adjective which means 
complete and swa is past from kedal and its -a 
ending suggests that the object is feminine 
singular i.e. talaashi. 
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d. Grammar points 
(1) Difference between day, da, di etc (to be in present) and sta: 
i.   sta is used for all persons 
ii.   sta gives information about the existence of something 
 Compare the following sentences. 
 
pa kote ke tsa di?   
What is (are) there in the room? 
 
pa kote ke mez day.   
There is a table in the room. 
 
pa kote ke tsa sta?   
Is there anything in the room?(does there exist?) 
 
ho, pa kote ke mez sta.  
Yes, there is a table in the room. 
 
pa kote ke mez sta?   
Is there a (any) table in the room? 
 
ho, pa kote ke mez sta.  
Yes there is a table in the room. 
 
pa kote ke mez day?   
Is the thing in the room is a table? 
 
ho, pa kote ke mez day.  
Yes, the thing in the room is a table? 
 
 iii. sta is also used as an alternative for possessive verb laral, to 
have.   
  Examples 
 
za pese laram.  I have money. 
zmaa sara pese sta.  There is money with me. 
 
Now pay attention to the following sentences. 
 
staa sara tsa di?   
What is there with you? (What do you have?)  
 
staa sara tsa sta?   
Is there anything with you? (Do you have anything?) 
 
Note: in the first sentence the one who asks is sure that the other 
person has got something, but he does not know what the 
particular thing is, while in the latter sentence he is not sure 
whether the other person has got anything at all, i.e. once the 
existence of something is established, then we use day (and of 
course da and di), but before that we use sta and nasta, hence 
we can say that sta gives information about the existence of 
something, that is to say it answers the question, does it exist? 
rather than what is it? 
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(2) Forming interrogative model auxiliary in another way: 
i. kawalay se che da kor tol kasaan yawe khune ta bodze. 
Can you that you take all people to one room? (literal) 
This is another way of forming model auxiliary ‘can’ in 
interrogative sentences.  
 
ii. We start with kawalay se che (for you s) and kawalay sai (for 
you p) which means can you do that, and the second clause of 
the sentence follows the rules of the simple present tense. 
 
Hence we get  bodz+e from botlal i.e. the present stem of the 
verb+e (for you s) 
 
iii. Selected phrases  
khlaasawalay  sai you(p) can open 
infinitive+ay sai 
(you,plural) 
khlaasawal+ay sai  
 
che pareshaan ye kram that i upset him, literally 
that i do (make) him upset 
 
muzh ba hatsa wakru we will try, literally we 
will do try 
 
kawalay se che khlaasa ye kre  can you open it? literally 
can you do that you open 
it?. This is again another 
way of saying ta daa 
khlaasawalay se? 
 
D. Accepting or Rejecting Hospitality 
Written Dialogue 4 (English): A foreigner is invited to take tea by a local. 
 
Local:  salaam alaikom 
 
Soldier:  walaikom salaam 
 
Local:  How are you? 
 
Soldier:  I am fine thanks. 
 
Local:  You must be tired, what would you say to a cup of tea? 
 
Soldier:  That would be great. 
 
Local:  Take a seat please. Here you are (gives him a cup of tea) 
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Soldier: Thank you. (takes tea). It was very nice. I must go now on 
patrol. 
 
Local:  Thank you very much (for your time). 
 
Soldier:  My pleasure. Good bye. 
 
 
 
Written Dialogue 4 (Pashto): A foreigner is invited to take tea by a local. 
 
Local:  salaam alaikom 
 
Soldier:  walaikom salaam 
 
Local:  taase tsanga yaast? 
 
Soldier:  sha yam, manana. 
 
Local:  taase ba stari yaast, yawa pyaala chay ba tsanga wi? 
 
Soldier:  der ba sha wi. 
 
Local:  lutfan kshenai. daa waakhlai. (gives tea) 
 
Soldier: manana. (takes tea) . der khwandawar wo. za baayad us pa 
gadzame wlaar sam. 
 
Local:  staase dera manana. 
 
Soldier:  pa stargo. d’ khuday pa amaan. 
 
 
 
1. Vocabulary and grammar  
a.  Future tense of to be 
za ba yam   I will be  
taase ba yaast   you will be 
hagha ba wi   he/she will be 
haghui ba wi   they will be 
muzh ba yu   we will be 
 
 b.Vocabulary 
stari tired. This is the plural of staray, and has 
been used because of the formal 2nd 
person plural. 
 
pyaala    cup 
 
chay     tea 
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yawa pyaala chay ba tsanga what would you say to a cup of tea? 
 
wi? Literally, this sentence means, one cup of 
tea how will be? 
 
der ba sha wi (it) will be very good. Please note that the 
pronoun is dropped in answers because it 
can be predicated from the verb. 
 
walay na    why not? 
 
akhli    (it) takes. The imperative is akhistal. 
 
daa der wakht na akhli  it does not take a lot of time. 
 
biaa cherta next time, someone else. The phrase, 
when broken down, means again 
sometimes. 
 
zhmana    promise 
 
kshenai sit down. This is imperative (kshen+ai) 
of the compound verb kshenaastal 
(kshe+naastal). Please note that 
compound verbs do not take the 
imperative marker wa. 
 
waakhlai take, wa+akhl+ai, it is imperative plural 
from the infinitive akhistal. 
 
ts-shi he takes, from ts-shal. Please note that 
because of the difficulty in pronunciation 
of this unusual consonant cluster, some 
people may pronounce this word as chal. 
 
khwandawar   nice, tasty, palatable 
 
gadzame patrol. This is prepositional case of 
gadzama. 
 
stargo eyes. This is prepositional plural of 
starga. 
 
pa stargo pleasure. This idiomatic expression 
literally means on (my) eyes. 
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X. Additional Vocabulary 
A. Military Ranks 
In our texts to date we have have had some army ranks. A fuller list would include: 
parak mashar  lance-corporal 
ma’awen sar parak mashar  corporal. Literally:  deputy-sergeant  
sar parak mashar  sergeant.  The word sar means head. 
sar parak mashar maktabi  staff-sergeant 
dwayam bridman  second lieutenant   
lumray bridman  first lieutenant 
toran  captain 
jagran  major  
dagarman  lieutenant-colonel 
dagarwal  colonel 
brid generaal  brigadier 
general               general 
 
B. Parts of the body 
Laas    Hand 
Gwata    Finger 
Mat    Upper arm 
Mangwal    Palm 
Sar     Head 
weshta    Hair 
Makh    Face 
Starga    Eye 
Poza    Nose 
Khwula    Mouth 
Ghwazh    Ear 
Maray (Ghaara)   Throat 
Tsat    Neck 
Zhaba    Tongue 
Psha    Leg 
Kheta    Belly 
Mlaa    Loin (Back)  
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C. Weather (ﻢﺳﻮﻣ) 
Rain   ﻥﺍﺭﺎﺑ 
It is raining  ﻳﺭﻭ ﻥﺍﺭﺎﺑ ﻱږ  
Sun    ﺮﻤﻟ 
Sunny    ﺰﻳﺮﻤﻟ 
It is sunny   ﻯﺩ ﺮﻤﻟ 
Is changeable   ﻰﮑﻧﻭﺪېﻟﺪﺑ 
For example    ﻪﮔﻮﺗ ﻪﭘ  ﻝﺎﺜﻣﺩ 
Outdoors   ﺮﻬﺑ  ﻩﺭﻮﮐ  ﻪﻟ 
Farmers   ﻥﺍﺮﮔﺰﺑ 
Builders   ﻥﺍﺭﺎﻤﻌﻣ 
Sport programmes , sport events ﻴﭘ ﻲﺗﺭﻮﭙﺳﯥﺑﻮﻟ  _ ﻪښ  
Dry   چﻭ 
Wet   ﺪﻧﻮﻟ 
Conversation   ېﺮﺗﺍ ېﺮﺒﺧ 
Hurricane  ﻥﺎﻓﻮﺗ 
Storm ﻠﻴﺳۍ  
Typhoon  ﻠﻴﺳ ۍ  ﻥﺎﻓﻮﺗ  
Wind  ﺩﺎﺑ، ﻝﺎﻤﺷ  
Snow  ﻩﺭﻭﺍﻭ 
Earthquake  ﻪﻟﺰﻟﺯ 
Landslide  ﺩ ﻝﺪﻳﻮښ  ﯥﮑﻤځ  
Global Warming  - ﻮﺗ  ﻪﻟﺍﻮﻳړﻧ ﻪﺧﻭﺩ  
Heat/ temperature ﻪﺧﻭﺩﻮﺗ 
Lightening  ﭔﺮﺑ ﺎﻨښ  
 
D. In the restaurant ﻲﮐ ټﻧﺍﺭﻮټﺳﺭ ﻪﭘ 
Ready   ﺭﺎﻴﺗ   
Order  ﺶﻳﺎﻣﺮﻓ 
Starter   ﻪﻣﻼﻴﭘ 
To want   ﻞﺘښﻮﻏ 
I want   ﻡړﺍﻮﻏ ﻩﺯ 
Cucumber   ﮓﻧﺭﺩﺎﺑ 
Main course  ﻩړﺍﻮﺧ ﻲﺳﺎﺳﺍ 
To recommend  ﻪﻨﺘښﺭﺎﭙﺳ 
Tasty      ﻩﺭﺍﺩ ﻩﺰﻣ 
Lamb   ﻪښﻮﻏ ﻪﺴﭘ ﺩ 
The same   ﻝﻭډ ﻮﻳ 
Mineral water  ﺍ ﻝﺍﺮﻨﻣﻭﻪﺑ  
Strawberry  ﻥﺎﺗﻮﺗ ﻲﻨﮑﻤځ 
Spinach    ﮏﻟﺎﭘ 
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E. Shopping for Food 
Afghani  Afghan currency 
Kachaloo  Potatoes 
Tso?  How much? 
Piyaz  Onion 
Shide  Milk 
Panir  Cheese 
Maste  Yoghurt 
Kuach  Butter 
Doday  Bread 
Bura  Sugar 
Ghwasha  Meat 
Qutay  Cans 
Paise  Money 
Maida Paise Change 
Rakra  Give me 
Da wakhla  Take this 
Noor tsa?  Anything else? 
 
F. Illness and Health     (ﺖﺤﺻ ﻭﺍ ﺎﻴﺘﻏﻭﺭ ﺎﻧ)     
Headache  ﺩﺭﺩ ﺮﺳ 
Soluble   ﻲﮑﻧﻭﺪېﮐ ﻞﺣ 
Diarrhoea  ﻲﺘﺳﺎﻧ ﺲﻧ 
Sore throat ﺩﺭﺩ ﻲﻧﻮﺘﺳ 
Swallow  ﻝﻭﺮېﺗ 
Lotion ﻢﻬﻠﻣ  
Rub ﻣ ﺎﻳ ﺶﻟﺎﻣ ﻞښ  
Soothing, relief, rest  ﻡﺍﺭﺍ 
Chew  ﻝﻭﻭژ 
Sunbathing ﺅﺎﺘﭘ  
Beach ﺎﻏ ﺭﺪﻨﻤﺳ ﺎﻳ ﺪﻨﻴﺳﺩ ﻩړ  
Bites ﭼ ﻞﭽﻴ  
Temperature   ﻪﺒﺗ  
I feel very hot  ﻡﻮﮐ ﺱﺎﺴﺣﺍ ﻲﺒﺗ ﺎﻳ ﻭﺎﺗ ﺖ  
Flu  ﻡﺎﮐﺯ 
Arm   ﻞﮕﻨڅ- ﺱﻻ  
Hand  ﺱﻻ 
Finger  ﻪﺗﻮﮔ 
Fingernail  کﻮﻧ ﻲﺗﻮﮔﺩ 
Knee  ﻥﻮﮕﻧﺯ 
Ankle ﻪﻧﻮﮑﻠﺠﺑ-    ﻱﺮﮕﻨښ  
Stomach ېﺧ  ﻪټ-  ﺲﻧ  
Back ﻩﺎﺷ-  ﻼﻣ  
Throat  ﻰﻧﻮﺘﺳ 
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 ﺳﺘﺮﮔﻪ  eyE
 ﭘﻮﺯﻩ  esoN
  ښﻮﻧﻪ ﻏﺎ htooT
  ډۍ ﭘﻨ geL
  ښﻪ ﭘ tooF
  ښﯥ ﮔﻮﺗﻪ ﺩﭘ eoT
  ښﯥ ﺩﮔﻮﺗﻲ ﻧﻮک ﺩﭘ lianeoT
 څﻨﮕﻞ  woblE
 ﺩﻻﺱ ﺑﻨﺪﻭﻧﻪ  tsirW
  ټټﺮ  –ﺳﻴﻨﻪ  tsehC
 ﺩﻣﻼ ﺗﻴﺮ  enipS
  ړﻩ ﻏﺎ kceN
  ږﻏﻮ raE
 ژﺑﻪ  eugnoT
  ډﻩ ﺷﻮﻧ piL
  ځﻲ ﻭﺭﻭ  worbeyE
  ﻭﭔښﺘﮥ –ښﺘﺎﻥ ﻭﻳ riaH
  ﭘﻮﺳﺖ -ﻰ ﭘﻮﺳﺘﮑ nikS
  ډﻭﮐﻰ ﻫ enoB
  ړﻩ  ﻳﺎ  ﻳﺨﻨﻲ ﺳﺎ dloC
 ټﻮﺧﻰ  hguoC
 ﭘﺮﻧﺠﻰ  ezeenS
  ښﻮ ﺩﺭﺩ ﺩﻏﺎ ehcahtooT
 ﺩﻣﻼ ﺩﺭﺩ ﻳﺎ ﺷﺎﻩ ﺩﺭﺩ   ehcakcaB
 ﺭﻳﺰﺵ   ﺯﮐﺎﻡ  ulF
 ﺗﺒﻪ erutarepmeT
 ﻣﻌﺪﻩ hcamotS
 ژﺭ yletaidemmI
 ﺍﺛﺮ tceffE
 ﺗﮑﻠﻴﻒ niap ,elbuorT
 ګﻮﻟۍ stelbaT
 ﺩﺭﻣﻞ ﺟﻮړﻭﻧﮑﯥ tsicamrahp/tsimehC
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G. Professions (kar) 
Written Dialogue 5 (English & Pashto) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
H. Colours (Ranguna) 
1.  Vocabulary 
Sur   Red 
Gulảbi   Pink 
Nảranji  Orange 
Nakhudi  Tan  
Naswảri  Brown 
Shin   Blue 
Banafshah  Violet 
Tur   Black  
Khar   Gray 
Zarghun  Green  
Zher   Yellow 
Asmảni   Sky blue 
  
A Da tsok day? Who is he? 
B Da zma malgarai day. He is my friend. 
A Dai tsah kar kawi? What does he do? 
B Dai Shuwunkai day. 
 
Doctor/ askar/enginar/  
nars/ ashpaz/ motorwaan/ 
chawkidar/ banaa/ kateb/ 
mamoor/ najaar/ bazgar/ 
zdakawunkay/ 
He is a teacher. 
 
Doctor/ Soldier/ Engineer/ Nurse/ 
cook/ driver/ 
Watchman/ mason/ clerk/ 
Civil servant/carpenter/ farmer/ 
Student/  
A Dai chertah kar kawi? Where does he work? 
B Day pa Shuwandzi ki kar kawi. He works in a school. 
A Tah chertah kar kawe? Where do you work? 
B Zah mamur yam, ao pa daftar ke kar 
kawum. 
I am a government employee, and I 
work in an office. 
A Helen Tsa Kawi? What does Helen do? 
B Helen pah resturan ke kar kawi. Helen works in a resturant. 
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2. Chart of Colours:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
   
 
ﺭﻮﺗ  Black      Blue  ﻲﻠﻴﻧ , ﻥﺎﻤﺳﺍ     Brown  ﺭﺍﻮﺴﻧﻱ  
 
   
 
   
 
    Gray  ﺧړ     Green  ﺭﺯ ﻥﻮﻏ 
ﻦﻴﺷ              
   Orange   ﺠﻧﺭﺎﻧﻲ  
 
   
 
   
 
Purple  ﻲﻧﺍﻮﻏﺭﺍ    ﺭﻮﺳ       Red    Turquoise  ﻩﺯﻭﺮﻴﭘ ﻳﯽ  
 
   
 
   
 
White   ﻦﻴﭙﺳ    Yellow   ﻳﺯ , ړژړ   Pink     ﻲﺑﻼګ   
